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ver the pasl eight years, AFA {the Action Figure 
Authority) has become the worldwide standard for action 
figure grading. To this day. our services continue to provide 
action figure collegers from around the world with the added 
peace of mind they need to make sight-unseen purctiases- 
These same highly regarded services are now being offered to 
video game cott-actors from around ihe 
world via our new service, VGA 
(the Video Game Authority). 
Rest assured that every collectible 
sent to VGA is treated as if it wore 
priceless by each and every member of 
our expert stall. Alt items are 
inspected to confirm that Ihe original 
seal, if applicable, is an original factory 
seal. OncB this is confirmed, a grade ranging 
from 10-100 is assigned to a rate Ihe overall 
condition, in addition to our grading and 
authentication services, VGA's standard fee 
also includes a high quality, custom-made acrylic case 
designed to perfectly protect and display your treasured 
collectible, Our acrylic cases are made on-site hy a masler 
acrylic craftsman and are unparalleled in quality. 
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Moving on from our powerful I Dih issue 
( get the- honorable (ask of following 
in the editorial footsteps of (he great 
"Game Doctor" SiN Kunkel. Ever since i 
sel my sights on journalism as a college 
freshman my dream job was writing for 
a video games magazine much like the 
hundreds I had oogled since I was first 
able to read. Now, not only have I been 

printed in a premiere game magazine, I'm introducing readers 
to the latest issue that you're about to feast your eyes on. 

While I had some content published in VGC £10, i was hardly 
an "'editor", jumping Oh toward the end of the cycle. However 
being able to work with Shawn Paul Jones* Bill Kunket, Kristina 
Potts, Cary Mollohan, Chris Cavanaugh, Joe Saniulli and ail of 
(he other accomplished writers VGC has brought to the table 
has definitely been one of the highlights of my career. 
I learned that putting together an original, full-color, glossy 
magazine is truly a labor of love for everyone involved. White 
(he magazine has sat in Umbo for quite some time - and we 
really appreciate everyone who has been kind enough to hang 
in there with us by she way - 1 was invited back to bring ev¬ 
eryone a brand new issue from scratch, this time as Editor in 
Chief, This, of course, was an offer I couldn't refuse- 

issue £10 realty took us back, recognizing SO years of the Atari 
2600, but this issue fast forwards us to 1999 and SECA's final 
hardware production, the Sega Dreamcast Michael Thommas- 
son returns to guest write a new installment of Proto Patrol 
and fills us in on the the prototype for (he un released Dream- 
cast title Propeller Arena. And be sure to check out VGCs 
exclusive Dreamcast Photo Checklist showing you every US 
Dreamcast game that wjs released. Also in this issue, we still 
have birthday candles on standby as we celebrate the IQfch 
anniversary of Konaml’s Dance Dance Revolution series, part 
of the company’s Semen I franchise which has paved the way 
for Guitar Hero and Rock Band - two games you may have 
heard something about. Along with rhythm game features and 
reviews, we also have a bevy of features on 2D one-on-one 
fighting games, all spurred by the recent releases of Super 
Street Fighter II Turbo HD Remix and Street Fighter IV. 

While we have exclusive Interviews and coverage on the lat¬ 
est installments of classic franchises, we didn't forget about 
the reason wehre all here - the collecting. Video games are so 
widespread there are gamers out there who don't even realize 
they too are collectors. Collecting is not just about digging up 
the oldest and most expensive titles ever released or hoard¬ 
ing sealed RPG's for future posterity but actually going out and 
finding what It is about video games that appeal to you. We are 
not bound to sealing up an item to never touch it - we receive 
a full interactive experience for our money and even someone 
who only owns a Playstation Z can still be an involved collector. 
It's the magic of our hobby and it's becoming stronger than 
ever. 

l hope you all enjoy reading [his issue as much as Tve enjoyed 
putting it together. As always, thank you for your continued 
support through our first 11 issues especially through the 
tougher times and the delays. I hope to he welcoming you to 
the magazine for many more issues to cornel 

- Aaron HnestlekwikM Auzlns 
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Power Up 

Editor in Chief 
Aaron Auzins 

Aaron Auzin$ was so excited to feature rhythm 
games this issue he pulled out his imported 
Game Boy Color copy of Dance Dance Revolu¬ 
tion. complete with finger dance pad. He failed 
to do proper warm-up stretches prior to an in¬ 
tense session of smashing arrows with his fin¬ 
gers and suffered cramping in his first dorsal 
interosseous. It took minutes to recover but 
fortunately he pulled through and was able to 
contribute to the issue. While his performances 
on the Game Soy dancing game competitive 
circuit may never be the same. weVe glad he 
was able to overcome adversity and oversee 
VGChs latest issue. 

Kristina Potts 

Kristina Pott a knows Neo-Geo fighting games 
and puts that knowledge to use in her ex¬ 
pansive fighting game features in Issue #11. 
In fact* she knows so much, it's quite scary. 
Through years of Fatal Fury1 King of Fighters, 
Samurai Showdown and more, she has mastered 
the arts of Brazilian ju-jltsu. sambo, Mexican 
luclha fibre, muai thain Cambodian monkey paw 
and the sacred Chinese art of the steel folding 
chair. What's scary is we just made up Cam- 
bodian monkey paw and she already knows 
iL What? The art of the steel folding chair is 
real. Don't believe us? Watch the movie God of 
Cookery some time. 

Guest Writer 
Michael Thomasson 

Michael Thomosson's historical columns 
have appeared in newspapers and magazines 
worldwide. He has written, helped develop and 
published dozens of games for classic systems 
including Sega CD, Colecovision, SDO, CD-i 
and Vectrex. Check out his brand new ven¬ 
ture. Homebrew Heaven, where you can pick up 
scads of original and reproduction homebrew 
titles (including NES homebrews) at www,good- 
dealgames.com. 
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CORRECTIONS 
r! "Correction: In Issue SlO, 
we mistakenly omitted the 
author's, name from our Bit Rol 
article. The author of the piece 
was Michael Thomasson. We 
apologize for [he amission." 

#2 “In Issue the review 
score for Neo Geo Battle 
Coliseum was incorrectly printed 
as l out of 5. The correct score 
was 4 out of 5. We apologize 
for any inconveniences the error 
may have ceuseti." 

All trademarks are property cif their resppeth^c owner*, Prints in the USA 5 
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As Street Fighter IV rolled into Japanese 
arcades* the country also received a brand 
new line of figures. Medicotn released a 12" 
Chun'Li figure with massive amounts of 
articulation and stands that even allow own¬ 
ers to pose her in her upside-down Spinning 
Bird Kick maneuver The figure was made 
available in December and at the time of its 
release demanded a whopping S18(L 

As you might have guessed so far by this 
page* taptom fighting ladies are quite pop¬ 
ular in model form and Mega House recently 
released two 1/S scale FVC figures modeled 
after Ibuki from Street Fighter III and Rain¬ 
bow Mika from Street Fighter Alpha 3 as part 
of its CAPCOMAIMIAX series of figures. The 
figures stand approximately 22 centimeters 
high with an asking price of % 70 in Japan, 

Not to be outdone by Street Fighter* En- 
terbrain released a 1/6 scale PVC figure 
modeled after Nameo-Bandai's Soul Calibur 
femme bad ass. Ivy. The figure is designed 
from her appearance in Soul Calibur IV and 
is available in Japan for the price of S 135. 
Wondering where to pick up these Japanese 
figures? Give www.play-asia.cam a try, 

Tekken also has its share of models, as with 
the release of Tekken 5* Namco released a 
1/6 figure of its brand new female brawler 
Asuka Kazama- This model, originating from 
Japan, has long since gone out of stock since 
its initial release. 

just when we thought it was some law that 
all fighting figures had to be femaler we 
bumped into Hellish Toys at Wizard World 
Chicago and the staff was happy to let us 
snap pits of these large Tekken 4 figures. 
We spotted Brain Fury and Lei Wulong at 
the from of the pack but you can find a ton 
of other video game-based collectables at 
w w w.hel M sh toy s.co m. 

Also ai Wizard World Chicago* we were able 
to snag a limited edition SOTA release of 
Dan Hibiki. While his price tag was $ I S* he 
was only sold as part of the Wizard World 
events* so who knows whai could happen to 
his value? The figure also had a variation* 
outfitting Dan in his turquoise blue gL 

1 also have some fighting figures as part of 
collection, including some gachapon cap¬ 
sules and trading figures from series such as 
Dead or Alive, but among my deluxe figures, 
you can see a Cam my* Ingrid and Lilith from 
the Street Fighter, Fighting Evolution and 
Dark stalkers series respectively. Odds areH 
if there Is a female character in a fight¬ 
ing game, there is a figure out there for her 
somewhere. 
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Tim & Jen Lehner 
Age: Both 27 

Residence: Moore, Oklahoma 

Number of Systems: 24 including handhelds 

Number of Games: 7004- 

Collection Highlights: 
Customized Atari 2600 Donkey Kong proposal 
cart programmed by Paul Slocum 
Berzerk arcade machine 
Posters for Atari homebrews 
184 Nintendo games 
221 Atari 2600 games 
Super Mario Bros. 2 curtains! 

Best Find in the Wild: 
Working Berzerk arcade machine purchased at a thrift store for $2 5 
CIS NES Contra Force purchased at a thrift store for $3 
Complete and working Virtual Boy system 

Words of Wisdom; 
Check your local thrift stores and always hit the game display case first. Be sure to check the entire 
store for hidden caches of games or other video game memorabilia too. Also, join an online video 
game community, like Atari Age, for advice, tips, and trading. 

Want 5: 
(Jennifer) Miracle Piano Teaching System for NES 
(Jennifer) R.O.B. for NES 
(Tim) Crazy Climber for Atari 2600 
(Tim) Bounty Bob Strikes Back for Atari 5200 



Just when you thought the string of 
adjectives couldn't gel any longer, Capcom, 
Backbone and Udon have teamed up to bring 
Playstation 3 and Xbox 3GG owners Super 
Street Fighter II Turbo HD Remise, However* 
this time the update comes at an epic scale 
with a mind-boggling number of tweaks 
and additions to create an entirely new 
experience for the proven arcade Icon, 

While the downloadable title keeps the 
arcade original (actually pulled from the 
Japanese Dreamcast1* Super Street Fighter 
II X for online matching title) along with an 
option for true arcade 4:3 ratio display, the 
meat of the hotly-anticipated fighter lies in 
its incredibly detailed and reworked Remix 
version, which brings completely fresh 
graphics, audio and gameplay to the iable- 
The massive facelift given to the characters 
and backgrounds comes courtesy of Udon 
Entertainment, which handles all of the 
comic book and manga series based on the 
Street Fighter franchise. With so much in- 
game content, Super Street Fighter II Turbo 
HD Remix Producer Ray Jimenez explained 
the list of items to reproduce is much longer 
than one may think. 

The list may seem pretty long but the total 
comes to about 3,500 in-game sprites,” 
Jimenez sard in an interview with Video Came 
Collector, 'This includes all of the frames of 
animation for the characters, all of the users1 
projectiles and Vega's daw (which actually is 
a sprite separate from Vega}. On top of this* 
we have about 19 endings, IS backgrounds 
and a whole new opening sequence/’ 

The new graphics truly shine with definition 
and thanks to high-res !08Gp images^ 
players can be wowed all over again with 
Street Fighter's larger than life characters. 
The game's music also makes a jump in 
quality with players having the option to 
pound an opponent along to the original 
score or switch over to quality remixes of 
each theme. 

The title throws a proper reunion, with all 
17 of Super Street Fighter II Turbo's original 
members making a return from the original 
She tokens Ryu and Ken all the way through 
the bastardly Akuma, who first debuted 
in the original Super Turbo game. Thanks 
to the online capabilities of the systems, 
players will be able to 
take their skills online 
when smacking around 
the computer or a local 
opponent just isn't enough. 
While online players can 
take advantage of in-game 
voice chatting, matchmaking 
options, personal and 
friend statistics tracking, 
worldwide rankings 
(including a deep range of 
stats such as number of 
throws, perfect sh highest 
combos and more along 
with the expected win-loss tally), eight- 
player tournaments and a familiar quarter 
match mode, which allows two competitors 
and four spectators to cycle and out - just 
like waiting in line to tackEe the champion in 
a real arcade, if you're spending too much 
time licking wounds from online bouts, a 
training mode will allow players to practice 
and step up their game. 

However, the real story behind the game's 
Remix features is the brutal number of 
hours the developers are putting behind the 
gamers "Rebalanced" game mode. 

'This was an idea from one of the designers 
at Backbone Entertainment/' recalled Jimenez 
on the decision to rebalance the game. “He1* 
a very accomplished Super Turbo player 
himself and from his own experiences from 
the original game, wanted to create a mode 

with slight tweaks that he and his peers felt 
the game could use. We definitely could've 
released just the original mode but really 
wanted to make the most that we could of 
the game.* 

A number of fighting changes have been 
Implemented to the mode as created and 
tested by a number of the world's top-ranked 
Street Fighter gurus. In fact, so many balance 
changes are being made that David Sirlin, a 
Street Fighter vet overseeing the production 
of the title* is boldly claiming the rebalancing 
makes the mode a true sequel to Super 
Turbo and with the restructuring, he hopes 
the mode will become the new standard 
for Street Fighter II on the professional 

level. While Capcom 
doesn't officially host Street 
Fighter tournaments, it 
has become more in tune 
with the nation1* biggest 
fighting game tournament, 
which features a number of 
Capcom fighting games. 

“[Official tournaments arel 
always something I would 
like to see/1 noted Jimenez. 
"Since Seth Killian has come 
on board, we've definitely 
have been having a more 

official presence in the Evolution Tournament 
scene [hitpr/ /www.evoZk.com/]. We even 
hosted one of the semi finals in our booth 
at Comic Con last year. While I don1! know 
if well ever have any official 'Capcom1 
tournaments, we will certainty be increasing 
our visibility in the existing tournaments in 
the future." 

Prior to HD Remix's release, Super Street 
Fighter II Turbo was the tournament 
standard choice among the original entries, 
as it was highly competitive and strategic 
with the addition of super moves and juggles 
implemented in the Street Fighter II engine. 
With the version being the professional 
norm, it's no surprise there are a legion of 
fans and dedicated players lined up and 
willing to dedicate their knowledge to the 
cause. 
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l'Werve been using Evolution players to lest more or less a consensus of various opinions 
the Evolution is the largest fighting of other players. They pretty much analyze 
game tourney out there and many of the the strengths and weaknesses of all the 
top players in it have contributed to making characters, determine how each character 
sure the changes are good," Jimenez said in plays against another, which character wins 
reassuring the balance of the tweaks. "They in certain situations and probably a whole 
spend time finding and testing what could other list of factors I don't know about, 
potentially be game breaking changes to Using this datag they've pretty much come up 
the game. They make sure that a change to a with a general tier layout of who are the best 
Character cannot be exploited to make them and worst characters in the game." 
unfair and overpowered. There actually isn't 
a whole lot of science to it but utilizing their The original Akuma was only selectable via a 
combined decades of experience with Super code in Super Turbo, but serving as an expert, 
Turbo, weVe relying on them to make sure alternate boss character, Akuma is severely 
we don't unbalance the game and most of ahT broken and features a ludicrous amount of 
keep tt fun," power that sees him banned from any official 

tournament (he is obviously rebalanced in 
With the huge lapse of balance between the “fiebalanced" modek While tiers differ 
certain characters, the goal of the team is to from player to player, the general consensus 
dose the gap that separates the characters, usually places Old Sacjai £a version of the 
forcing players to reEy on skill instead of character as he played in Super activated 
mismatched character selections and also via code), Dbalsim and Salrog at the top 
opens up opportunities to encourage playing tier while dumping T. Hawk, Cammy, Blanka 
as all of the characters. Since Capcom and Fei Long as automatic underdogs in any 
doesn't keep tabs on tier data, there is no Super Turbo fight. With the tweaks made to 
official ranking of characters, however, using the game play, it is Capcom's hope that Fei 
the opinions of well-known professional Long will be able to go fist to fist with Salrog 
players, HD Remix is being rebalanced via a in a balanced manch- 
L|makeshift tier" that melds the thoughts of 
numerous people. The road was long and difficult for Capcom, 

but the title finally saw the light of day on 
"There's no real 'official' tier designation the Xbox 360 and Playstation 3 during 
from Capcom I'm aware of," said Jimenez. Thanksgiving week in ZOOS. Up until then, 
"The tiers that Seth has alluded to on the the only way players could get a taste of 
Capcom site vary slightly from person to the experience was through online Ryu 
person. Seth is also a tournament Super and Ken-only Xbox 360 beta included with 
Turbo player and the tier he describes is the purchase of Wolf of the Battlefield: 

^_ Commando T yet another example 
L ft ^.jriH ' . of Capcom's commitment to updating 

p~L_ ' ~ . —^ its classic franchises. EvoZK has 

X'f ' V“ ” " i.,K+n - : * lon9 !fcStGd title 0,1 fr«nl 

i t / , anticipating its eventual rise to Street 
*Ny Fighter If competitive supremacy 
j, BT* when it finally joins the fighting 
\ a * J0E+* v1- ci^me lineup this July. However, 

~ ^’^1 gamers everywhere now finally have 
B J (i r B-v* the first brand new Street fighter || 

experience in almost 15 years and 
I II ""uJ III I j™in« thanks each and every fan for 
4 4 —--S tbeir patience whtle the game was in 

4B—de velo p m en 

Aaron Auzins 
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what your millaS wk'n OvotCI ached 
asked la do the Tull Score to 5SFMTHQR? 

&avid W. Lloyd (djpretzet): Pure joy bordering os 
extreme blissf F actually Initially thought w* were 
hfiny Pm ik'd, since olxf community ha* 
jKrSKltru pianksiex s. Once we verified (veiythin^ 
was kgil and I wKh producer Rty jimenciffcm 
Capcom myself, l was &f course ecstatic - I grew up on 
SF2, it's a huge chapter in the history of gaming, and 
this remake is going; to be awesome. 

Larry Oji (Liomamei): My first reaction after hearing 
Ji from Pave? Probably followed by "Finally!" 
OC ReMixcrs art emrtmety talented and they've been 
astounding me with I heir mulk for year*. SO IV^ b«n 
waiting for an opporfuxiity like this for a while. From 
the moment l knew we had !his, I know wCd 4o a great 
job. 

Through I hr- course o-F erff siting El Food on the 

Asp Knit (Kl2,Ocrjzmlnrorg^ or the ^tr:EngCLmeilt^ for 

The giamS*,, was there nny ono i.ivoriEc eharancter 

Ihomn (or themorO Mm artists faugh! over in order 

to ho Iho creator of 41? 

djprctaol; Believe il or riot, we avoided drama almost 
entirely. One artist, Alex Esquivel (a.k,a. AEi, did have 
an initial version of "E. Honda Stage," which was I he 
stage 1 was planning on mixing: key wasn't feeling 
that inmal version, so then I took a stab, and my 
version wasn't right either. Rather than passing it 
back, I fiat down and worked on something new from 
scratch that was more Appropriate. So, we did run 
inlp SiluASiOiiS where nlpre than prte AfUSt Submitted 
their own version of -i given stage, bnl we just lei 
Capcom pick which take they pretexted and rolled 
with it. t think everyone was so proud to be a pari 
of the project that we avoided ego dashes Ihs! might 
otherwise have been more of an issue, if we ever do 
something similar again (fingers crossed!I, we might 
have to worry about this a tail morel 

Pram The oHghi.il icDrc, what would you ny your 
faupriin /in «:i Ir.ir. t f.ivorrlc '-.engr. arc from Sir cel 

Fignitor II? 

Carry Oji; I'm gonna say righl now this is no! a Cop 
oul. Aaron, but I love ah 17 character themes. They've 
all got hooks and they're all extremely memorable, 
so they've been etched 
into my brain since the 
‘90s. E guess some of the 
ending themes would 
have to he the "weak rink" 
If you were forced to give 
lOmKthlng |ha| tabe I. bp| 

those Arcn’i at the hear! 
of the sound!rack- The 
stage (hemes are wha! 
gamers grew up on, and 
there's not a weak link to 
be Found. 

djpretzel: Larry would be righl a! home in the 
upcoming election - such a political answer! i'll 
just say that while I too think the whole soundtrack 
Is preity darn classic, Dhalsim's stage seems more 
i epemive than oihers to me, and Ken's theme seems 
like It has the be sc balance of melodic verse/chorus 
mat trial, 

Larry Ojir Vote for mt! 

lAThcn yn-u throw in IhEi- me-nu o 11 d p» ■.■irU h! ii 110 n 

music, rtxnelly how many trischs hjiS- OCR prodlioe-d 

for tfm g,inio and much llrnn h;ii bCSit pul Into the 

project ovorali? 

Larry Oji; U’S 0 little more than SB pieces of music 
from more than 2P RuMinert, and that covers the 
s!agr (hennas, fast versions of those themes (when 
you're close to lu-rny KOedJ. ending themes and other 



better slip protection on the bottom and 
a grooved top to prevent sliding. To this 
day, the original print remains among the 
hardest to find in the entire senes and 
finding a complete bundle or pad package 
is almost unheard of, 

United State's first union 
with licensed muiic in 

a ODR came from the unex¬ 
pected release of Disney Mas 
just a handful of months 
following the series' initial 
release. Kona mi took the 
Disney license and ran 

with it to produce one of 
the, most unique entries the 

series has ever seen in the 
means of presentation and 

featured songs. The title was 
originally produced arid released 

in Japan in both Playstation 
and arcade formats under 
the subtitle Disney Rave and 
featured a much heartier song 

selection than what eventu¬ 
ally made it to the Playstation 
In the States. While Kona mi 
maintained its Disney licensing 
with staple remixes including 
The Mickey Mouse March and 

It's a Small World, it failed to port 
over other famous tunes from artists 

such as The Beach Boys, Earth, Wind 
and Fire, The Jackson 5 and more. 
However, instead of simply remov¬ 

ing the content, it was replaced 
with a handful of Kona mi origi- 

te Dance Revolu¬ 
tion -lib Ml* that were proving 
to bd current hits In japan, 

ermurCi thanks to the ad- 
n of those songs, American 
ers gained the benefit of 

lecting the third and high- 
csT difficulty available at the 
time, whereas Disney Rave only 
contained two levels of difh- 

. While reactions were mixed 
trade-offs, Disney Mix. also 

reduced in limited quantity, usu- 
ally Stands at the top of the 
DDR mountain for coRecto 

7 he low print supply coup! 
with the fact very few retail- 
ers stocked the title and it 

received no marketing whdt- 
seen the title go for as much as 

ifoay >juci definitely make it the ODR to seek if 
you’re a collector. 

The 

LMI 

mar After getting its feet wet in the US 
all gloves were off for this hotly 
entry into the series which wouk 
decide exactly how much the U.S 
was willing to support DDR, Dance Da 
Revolution Konamix marked the first ODR 
title created exclusively for the purpose of 
distribution in North America. The term 

Konamix was originally used as genre descrip¬ 
tor for the song Salamander Beat Crush in Beat mania 
and signified the song was a mix of a Konarrd-pro- 
cfuccd song from the game, as you might have already 
guessed, Salamander (a side series of Cradius, most 
notable in the U.S, for its Life Force release on the NE$). 
With the slapping of Konamix on the label, 
was clear the title was entirely a collection 
of Konami-produced original songs and 
the company even tapped online fan sites 
with lists of every song Konami ever 
released into the series to judge which 
songs players woufd want to see in the 
mix. Seeing as how Let Them Move, 
the least desired song on the poll toy a 
landslide, made it into the game, it was 
debatable how much pull the poll had, 
but, regardless, even without licensed 
tracks, the DDR community went into 
a frenzy anticipating its release. The 
release caught a little flack for utilizing the 4th 
Mix engine instead of the smooth SO fps and easy to 
navigate engine of 5th Mix already available In Japan, 
but Konamix proved to be by far the most satisfying 
mix released in the U.S, up to that point in time. The 
disc bulged with secret unlocks and a then-impressive 
51 songs that spanned the history of DPR from isf- 
Gth Mix and U.5. garner! were treated to two songs that 
had never been released in any DDR mix period prior to 
Konamix. In sad news for arcade fans* howe' 
likely arcade release of Konamix; rum 
partible with the home version's edit datei was tru 
d'u£$j> Konami dosing fts U^, arcade operations 
the same time as Kona mix's release. With much m 
attention drawn to the release and a bigger fanb«ft<H 
this point, the title faired better in stores and Konamix 
received a slight boost in printing over its predeces¬ 
sors. While its value doesn't match that of ODR Disney 
Mix, Konamix still holds its own and isn't the easiest 
game to find in the wild. 

Dante Dantt; Rfevaluiton {Playstation^ May 9,2001 

Dance volution DUnty Mix (fjiiysumon? Sc-fjf. 7+ 2001 

Dante Dance Revolution Konamix (Play ,11.0 0J April 23, 2002 

CKmce pause Revolution {PC) July 2002 

□ on max. Dance t 
X2\ Dance 1 

■Dan 

Ckt. 2S, 2002 

Srpt 2003 

Mtao 20 Hun 

Dante Dance 

Dance CTahrc 27 



To shake tip the new series in both versions,. Solo 
became the first official DDR release to feature a female 
announcer, double arrows were graded individually to 
require more precision from players and the graph¬ 
ics were given a more urban-inspired remake. Konami 
released one final cabinet in the Solo design, creating 
a one-player version of DDR 4th Mix that was essen¬ 
tially the exact same game as the doubles cabinet {even 
going back to the raised platform style of pad) but a 
little more affordable to arcade owners because of the 
smaller design. fConami also supported the machine 
variation when it released its final official arcade Solor 
release, creating a 6-panel version of the 4th Mix+ 
upgrade. While many of the most popular songs have 
since survived the death of Solo, it has failed to re¬ 
turn in the series since 2002, where it was East seen 
in the only US, release to feature six-panel game play 
- DOR Konamix. Gamers who want a true Solo Bass or 
2K experience wilt have to track down an 

Revolution Solo. The original cabinet designs were a 
departure from the series as its most notable change 
is an the two additional arrows placed at the top of 
the dance pad, resulting in six-panel game play. The 
idea of the expansion was to accomplish three things: 
first, a smaller,, one-player cabinet would be cheaper 
for arcade owners and take up Jess spacer secondly, 

would make the harder difficulties even more chal 
ging for those who had already mastered DDR's 

ongs at the time andh fi nalEy, the new design allowed 
r more freedom of movement to encourage more 
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V ■ Rare Sound track USA X: DDR MAX 

V-Rare Soundtrack USA ?: DDR MAX2 

V-Rnre Soundtrack USA 3: DDR Extreme 

V-Rarc Soundtrack USA 4: DDR Ultraml* 

V RarO Soundtrack U$A 5: DDR Extreme? 

V ■ Rare Soundtrack USA DDR Ultra imji 1 

V-Rare Soundtrack USA 7: DDR Hit rami* 3/Extreme 2 (combo) 

V-Rare Soundtrack USA 8 DDR SuperNGVA 

V-Rare Soundtrack USA $: DDR SuperNQVA. (Wal-Mart exclusive 

p re-order) 

V-Rare Soundtrack USA 10: DDR SuperNOVA/Ultramlx 4 (combo) 

V-Rare Soundtrack USA 11: DDR Uftramix 4 

V-Rare Soundtrack USA 12: DDR Untverse 

V-Rare Soundtrack USA 13: DDR Hottest Party 

V-Rare Soundtrack USA 14: DDR SuperNGVA 2 

Dance Dance Revolution: ODR Music* Moves *N More (Burger King 

KEdn" Meal Prize) 

Dance Dance Revolution Official Soundtrack UTtines downloads) 

Dance Dante Revolution SuperNOVA & Boatman ia Gamers Day 2006 

Exclusive Sampler CD 

Since the 1980s, Konami has had a habit of placing the 
number 523 in its video games and if you 
view a default high score list for a num¬ 
ber of Bematu titles, you'll notice every 
factory score features a 573. 

□ Lt break down the Japanese 



which Is quickly dimmish!rig in 

numbers* or import the Japanese 
Playstation CGne) release of DDR 
Extra Mix, which also features 
many of the song additions made 
to Ath Mix-K 

Naturally* the only way play¬ 
ers prior to the Playstation 2 

could get authentic DDR experi¬ 
ences was to import the constant 
stream of home titles being re¬ 
leased in japan. Players interest¬ 
ed in checking out early versions of the series or even 
the brand new releasesH which often feature exclusive 
songs, should be happy to know the titles in the series 
are extremely import friendly. A vast majority of what 
slayers need to dive into is displayed in English text 

the announcer has always spoken in English. While 
jr versions of the game* items such as the infor- 
in listings and challenge mode tasks are presented 

n Japanese, everything players need to Jump straight 
into some classic dancing action is easy to understand 
and even nearly all of the music titles are given to 
players in the English language. Most of the current 
catalog of games will run import players up to 165 or 
higher, but better deals can occasionally be found on 
outlets such as eBay, 

Since the Playstation 2 series of games, the U.S. re¬ 
leases have done a pretty decent job keeping up with 
DDR's recent siring of new songs, but in the Playsta¬ 
tion (One) line of tides, the Japanese titles are a trove 
of exclusives and Toshiba licensed titles that have gone 
unheard by American ears. The U,5. DDR titles pre- 
MAX do feature a number of the most popular Konami 
original titles found from the original game through 
6th Mix, but players will have to pick up DDR, Disney 
Rave, 2nd Remix, Club Version, 3rd Mix. 4th Mix* Sth 
Mix, MAX and MAX2 to enjoy nearly all of the licensed 
tracks players have been jamming to for 10 yearSn 

produced songs found in mixes at the time. Pressing 
on a panel stretched plastic rods on the bottom of it 
stage, pushing them into buttons on the d- pad or f 
buttons to activate the steps. 

Truly dedicated collectors 
versions 
the Sega Dreamcasi. fi 
Gubar Hero * 
to feature a 
namesake, as 

As you could imagine, though, everything Is wau.— 
down on the format, resulting in a title with bare- 
bones graphics and butchered versions of players'fa¬ 
vorite songs. While the music was easily recognisable, 
the overall quality was poor, but the game play was still 
fun to players who just couldn't get enough of DDR. To 
nail out a complete set of Came Boy Color DDR titles, 
players will have to seek out DDR GB 1-3, Gha Star 
DDR GB and DDR GB Disney Mix. Given the amazing 
successes of the Nintendo OS and Sony PSP and 
the surges of music games produced 
on the systems worldwide, it's a won¬ 
der why Konami has yet to tap into the 
current portable hardware, which could 
actually run a true DDR experience. 

This fall, Konami Is breaking its multi- 
game tradition and finally narrowing the 
series down to one multiformat game, simph 
entitled DanceOanceRevolution, which will 
release on the Playstation 2, Nintendo Wllf 
Xbox 360 and, for the first time ever, the 
station 3- Each system will receive a title that 
features enhanced graphics, customization, a network 
community with downloadable music and all-new game 
modes and each 5KU shares the BO licensed master 
Tracks approved for the game along with 20 Bernard 
originals. Specific songs revealed by Konami included 
licensed tracks such as "Boogie Wonderland" by Earth, 
Wind & Fire and ,LFeeJ Good* IncT by The Gorillas. 

Even though all of 
Konami is taking 
specific features for 
version will be compali 
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releases that came included with a Hstage" peripheral 
that attached to the face of the Game Boy Color. Play¬ 
ers used their fingers much like they would use their 
feet in arcades to pound out the rhythms Of the Sr~l 



FURM 

with a demo copy of some software off the front cover CD 
of what would become an extremely influential magazine for 
me: Computer Music, For those that would like to know, it's 
published in the UK by Future, That hodgepodge of samples 
(which had breaks every 30 seconds due to the demo copy of 
the software) was played for a small audience in our friend's 
bedroom to great acclaim. Granted, this was all back in 1997, 
if I remember correctly, and Dance Dance Revolution fever had 
not yet exploded in the U.5. So, for a while there, my "song11 
was just a twinkle in Dan1* eye 

While Japan had a couple of DanceDanceRevotution mixes and 
even a couple of Fop-lV Music titles under The Dreamcasths belt, 
only domesticated titles of Samba de Amigo and Space Chan¬ 
nel S made the jump during a time where rhythm gaming in 
Japan was at its peak. Thankfully, Cryptic Allusion had our 
backs, delivering Feet of Fury as an independent title, bringing 
the U.S/s only four-panel dancing game to the Dreamcast. Dan 
Potter and Rod Toomim were the minds behind the release; 
which followed two other well-known Dreamcast releases by 
Crypltc Allusion - the 2001 DC Tonic compilation and a tunnel 
shooter entitled Tryptonite. The team has also since released 
Marbol on the Macintosh format, with each game being built 
using the KallisliOS toolkit. Both Potter and Toofnim were kind 
enough to detail the development of the music-based title as 
well as comment on Dreamcast development: 

How was the Cryptic Allusion founded and what was the 
main motivation behind developing original content for the 
Sega Dream east? 

Dan Potter: Cryptic Allusion originally started! out as a DBA 
for me to do some web work, back in the days when that was 
actually an interesting thing ('95 or so). The name was reused 
later when we started in on group Dreamcast indie work. Later 
when we realized we might have a product we could sell on our 
hands (Feet of Fury), we made it an official LLC 

1 can1! speak for anyone else who1* worked with us (or Roddy) 
but my motivation, originally, was I had wanted to write games 
since I was a little kid, I started programming when 1 was about 
6 dr 7 with a Tl 99/4A; 1 loved all the old games like Parsec 
and wanted to write some myself 1 made several attempts 
with friends during high school and later to get some games 
published land we came close a few times, especially with PC 
shareware publishers) but it just never panned out. When I 
got myseif a Dreamcast for the first time I was blown away by 
how some of the games were just not that crazy and over¬ 
developed, yet were still very fun. The tech was good, but more 
importantly. The games had flair and style and they were fun 
to play - things like Project Justice and Evolution. E wanted to 
make my own, When 1 heard about Marcus Comstedt's work in 
loading code onto the machine E was hooked. 

Personally, I've wanted to make music for games since I was in 
high school. I didn't Think I had the propensity to write, but 1 
hope I'm getting better as I continue to create horrible songs, t 
just save them off to a folder to be forgotten, then occasionally 
come back to fix them up. 

Singe Feet of Fury had been in development for two years 
prior to releasing in 2003, Dan eo Dance Revolution and music 
gaming's popularity hadn't caught fire in U.S. mainstream 
gaming quite yet- What prompted the desire to tackle this 
genre with Feot of Fury? 

DP; Basically our friend group found ourselves down at the 
arcade playing DDR quite frequently and we wanted to put 
Roddy1* music into it, I had been working on this indie devel¬ 
opment kit for the Dreamcast so I said ... why not? I made a 
prototype and it was obvious we could actually make this thing 
work, so we started working on it. There was really no business 
sense behind it, we just thought it would be fun. 

The other half of the equation is that while we found DDR fum 
we found it ultimately unsatisfying in some ways. You could 
go for higher and higher difficulties but after a while that just 
turned into a twitch-fesL You could memorize the steps and 
start choreographing your own dance routine to the game bm 
that was not so much fun unless you got really good at it and 
could do it in front of a crowd down at the arcade (1 specifically 
remember an incident of a nearly knocked over DDR machine 
at one arcade when a couple of our friends tried this crazy 
'"bounce off the machine and switch places1' move). We spent a 
lot of time playing Puzzle Fighter and it seemed like the next 
logical evolution for the rhythm game genre was in competi¬ 
tive gameptay. I’m not sure we realty achieved it, but we made 
a good shot and others have refined our ideas for their own 
projects that went on to become commercially successful. 

Also it was obvious there was a desire for people to put their 
own songs into these games, thus our somewhat Ill-fated Swap 
CD feature. We thought we'd be able to make some authoring 
tools but they just never happened and few people were willing 
to wade through all the technical difficulties to make a Swap 
CD, So It just never really took off. 

Rod Toomim: I basically piggybacked Dan's ambitions when I 
got to the University of Texas (Austin). In marching band, 1 met 
a mutual friend [shout-out to Alex] who then introduced the 
two of us to each other. S wasn't so much a founding member 
of Cryptic Allusion as I was the odd inspiration for Feet of Fury. 
I had written ... no, "slapped together" some samples that came 

What Dreamcast to of* and resources did tlte team use to 
create Feet of Fury? Overall, what is your opinion on the 
ease of development for the system and were there any 
roadblocks experienced during the creation of Feet of Fury? 

DF: Well* one of our main goals In any Dreamcast development 
was not to use any official tools. They are not legal for non- 
signed developers to use so we didn't want that stigma hang¬ 
ing over our heads. Plus from what I understand of the official 
development kit, it is missing some basic things like threads. 
So the tools we used were ones that we had developed our- 
selves* with the help of others across the internet, plus a bunch 
of free software/open source tools that were available already 
(like Xiph's excellent Ogg Vorbis music codec). 

As far as consoles go, especially indie development on con¬ 
soles, the Dreamcast was very good for its time. With KO$ you 
could dive right in very dose to the hardware and get some 



very good performance once you knew what you were doing. 
There are a few caveats you have to watch for if you're used to 
PC programming (like a very slow frame buffer, the whole 3D 
scene must be drawn at once, things like that) but overall it is a 
very nice and simple platform to develop for. I actually received 
some anonymous comments from development kit developers 
inside SEGA that thought KGS was very nice, which was prob¬ 
ably the best compliment I could hope for. 

The main roadblocks we ran into were really of our own mak¬ 
ing - KGS is not just a set of libraries, iths a full-embedded op¬ 
erating system complete with memory management, threading 
and a file system. That sort of thing doesn't happen overnight 
and it doesn't happen without bugs and missing pieces. So as 
we were building each of our major projects (DC Tome, Feet 
of Fury and others that have not been released) we had to go 
back and hit in what was missing and gut and replace what 
simply didn't work, I remember having to completely redo large 
swathes of the thread synchronization code to make it efficient 
enough to handle 3D rendering, audio decoding, and other 
things at once with no frame or audio drops. 

What process did the toam go through in order to secure 
the game’s 22 on-disc songs? How receptive were those 
artists to the game when it released? 

add more arrows to your side if your opponent scored a Mhit/' 
Someone else during that same brainstorming session said, 
why not make that just one attack among many? 

The title has been sold through the online site The Goat 
Store In limited quantities since its release. Was Feet of 
Fury always designed from the mindset that it would be 
sold through a retailer or did this decision come during de¬ 
velopment? How hard was it for the team to find a retailer 
willing to take a chance on a new Droamcast and music- 
game project In 2003? 

DP; Dan Loosen came to us, actually. We wrote the game for 
ourselves originally, as I mentioned. Then we realized maybe 
we could make it into something so we submitted it to the IGF. 
That got us nowhere but we were contacted out of the blue 
by The GOAT Store because they were interested In getting 
involved in Dreamcast indie publishing. They had wanted to do 
their own development and publishing for the Atari Jaguar way 
back when but it didn't work out. So, yeah, we hammered out 
some details and went to work trying to polish it up into a real 
retail-able item. Wo polished and polished and polished until 
we were doing crazy things like 30 real-time music oscillo¬ 
scopes in the background during gamepiay. 

RT: This wasn't so much a process as it was a looming pres¬ 
ence I knew we needed to overcome: I couldn't possibly 
produce all of ihe music myself and even if I had, the whole 
soundtrack would have been very similar. I didn't have ihe 
know-how to dive into different genres successfully. When L 
listen to Feet of Fury today, 3 want to go back and remaster the 
tracks I did! They sound so amateurish it makes me want to fil l 
my ears with cement so HI never do it again. 

We really wanted to set the bar high for Dreamcast Indie games 
and I think we did and that goal just happened to coincide very 
well with getting it out there and sold. 

There have been online rumbling about the announcement 

of a Feet of Fury 2 title. Would Cryptic Allusion be inter¬ 

ested In creating another music-based title and is there any 

news on a possible sequel? 

To truly answer your question, however, let me say that I had 
more Than my fair share of help from Aaron Marks - a game 
music industry veteran. He had done plenty of tracks commer¬ 
cially on contract and helped us out In that regard- We licensed 
the tracks and paid the musicians who requested payment 
(some did not want payment, just recognition), as well as sent 
them a copy or two as dev gifts. Those composers with tracks 
on the final disc were happy to have helped but 1 don't believe J 
ever asked for any feedback about the game. Aaron was espe¬ 
cially gracious after the game had shipped, listening to some of 
my own tracks and giving feedback here and there. I'm still in 
contact with him today as he has a book coming out for which I 
did a written interview. 

Feet of Fury h^s a number of unique modes such Typing 

of Fury os well os lies hod-out multiplayer. How did these 

ideas, came about to make Feet of Fury a much more com¬ 

petitive game as opposed to the other dancing games on 

the market at the time? 

DP; 1 guess I son of skipped ahead and answered this some¬ 
what above. As far as the specific ideas, though, we had some 
simple and really lame player-vs-player gamepiay in place 
when we submitted It for the IGDA Independent Games Festival 
(which pretty much completely ignored us). The GOAT Store 
contacted us after that about publishing it. We were trying to 
get things hammered down and brainstorming all over the 
place for Ideas, and this crazy thing popped up - 1 don't re¬ 
member who suggested il now - but SEGA has this long tradi¬ 
tion of Typing of games. Typing of the Dead Is one of the more 
prominent ones that made It here. We said, why not a 'Typing 
of1 in time to a music game? It actually turned out to be sort of 
fun (ff not difficult). 

Our other multiplayer ideas basically came out of that same 
brainstorming discussion. Our original player-vs-player was 
based heavily on Puzzle Fighter, where the game would just 

DP: We had strongly considered it and there was some interest, 
t basically had told the GOAT Store guys that we were willing 
to work on It if they could take care of the problematic assets 
for us - music and graphics. They said they'd work on it and 
they had some things lined up but none of it ended up corn¬ 
ing through. They had pseudo-announced it by that time but 
it didn't really go anywhere. I wouldn't expect to see it at this 
point, though I've learned never to say never. 

RT: Right. As much as I'd love to get another FqF out there. It 
was a lot of work during a time that 1 had time. Being mar¬ 
ried, owning a house and not doing game development .music 
composition fora living has made it difficult. Luckily. I still get 
to do a little bit during the summers and spring break, as I am 
a guest lecturer at Game Camp (www.gamecamp-org) here in 
Austin, I'm not out of the industry and I'm certainly not giving 
up on doing musk and sound effects for my livelihood so don't 
discount the possibility. 
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Feeling the Beat Through 

Japanese Imports 
Compitod by Aa/on Auxins of VGC and Eddie Lehecha and Keith 
S Li Iff of ffiemnnlfalyflei.com 

One of (he fads LL5. rhythm gaiti« fans have to fact is they are 
pretty much punished fur ncm U^lng in japan. While plastic guitars 
and drums have taken the country by storm and littered Fly¬ 
ing rooms over the past few years, and the occasional maraca, 
turntable or dance pad has miraculously slipped ihrnugh, japan at 
around (he turn of the century threw around rhythm-based titles 
I rice the LLS. pumps out first-person shooters. Fast forward to 200ft 
and while the production of mu sic-based Lilies Is nowhere near 
what it was during the bourn, the supply Is Still healthy AS select 
Be mam still releases on an annual schedule and these crazy things 
Japan has called "arcades" carry lineups of machines waiting for 
players to get their groove on. Import gamers that have been Into 
the scene For quite some lime have no doubt laid down a pretty 
peony bringing over software and crazy peripherals to the United 
States but players new to the game can be quite Intimidated by the 
more than 700 recorded rhythm game titles produced worldwide 
lor every system created since 1997. 

Obviously, the best place to start is in the fan-favorite B^manl 
line uf titles produced continually by Konaml of japan. Among the 
games still ticking include the insanely popular Beat mania IIDX and 
Pop'N Music titles along with the mega popular Guitar Freaks & 
Drum mania Franchise that served as the inspiration to a Few of the 
U-S-'s best selling current titles. Of course, Dance Dance Revolution 
still has a fallowing in the country (see pages 25-155, but in japan, 
DDR doesn't even hold a candle to IlDX and Pop'N in the current 
market. 

Straight from arcades, players can enjoy every single release from 
3rd Style up to 14 Gold on ihe Playstation 2, complete with a turn¬ 
table controller made for the home system. In 1SDX, players attempt 
to create elec Ironic music through the use of seven keys resem¬ 
bling pianos along with a spinning disc to simulate scratching a 
record. The titles are extremely challenging, especially in the later 
installments, but arguably contain the best presentation of all Be¬ 
rnard titles with stylish characters and themes and well produced 
Videos specific to each song. Most Beatmanta HDX titles Will run 
players $55-70 a pop and the official controller will tack on another 
3 70 thankfully the failed U.5. Beatmarti&'s packaged controller 
Is of higher quality and can be picked up brand new with the U,5l 
version of the game for 520-30 If you can still find it at retail. If 
you absolutely must have a perfect arcade controller though. Online 
retailers will be happy to oblige in exchange for more than 5400. 

On the other side of the coin, PoprN Music doesn't simulate any 
sort of insirumentor musical style and Ihe results create what are 
hands-down the most diverse song lists you will ever find In any 
musk game period- Players are able to select trademark animated 

avatars and pound away on a controller of nine round buttons of 
varying colors to create music. Pop'N Music also currently runs 
through 14 (FEVER!, but, unlike IIQX, this series has seen Its share 
of systems, with its beginnings and expansions being released on 
both the playstation (One) and Sega Dreamcast, along with special¬ 
ized controllers for each system, before finding a permanent home 
on the Playstation 2 starting with Pop'N Music Best Hi Is and Pop’N 
Music ?r While "best hits" versions of a handful of the games 
mercifully dock I be price of admission down to $30r newer ver - 
si on s will still run players around 570. Unfortunately for players 
coming into Pop'N Musk now, many retailers are out of stock on 
the specialized controllers, but you can still luck out every now and 
then on eBay. 

Among the other console curiosities you'll find from Kona mi 
include the original five -key version of Btalmania for various 
Playstation (One) systems, a handful of Guitar Freaks games For 
the Playstation along with Guitar freaks & Drum mania titles for 
the Playstation 2, Keyboard Mania complete with USB keyboard for 
the Playstation 2, PS2 versions of the para para hand dancing game 
Para Para Paradise with floor sensors and floor sensors can be put 
to even more use with matching gloves in the Tai-Ro-like Martial 
Beat for the playstation. Much like the DDR for Game Boy detailed 
in our cover feature, players can evert find games such as Pop'N 
Music on the Game Boy and if you're insane, you can own Beatma- 
nia for the Wanders wan. A number of these titles are also available 
in very collectable LCD keychains for quick burst of rhythm on the 
go. 

The Dreamcast In Japan is perhaps the only system that can rival 
the Playstation in terms of attempting to bring mu sic-in fused 
gaming home- While ihe U.5- very graciously received a few re¬ 
leases such as Samba de Amigo and Space Channel 5, players did 
miss out on a few mare titles other than the already mentioned 
□DR and Pop'N Music titles, The Oreamcasl and the Neo-Geo 
Pocket bath received SWK’s infectious Cool Cool Toon title, which 
requires players to mix up analog stick and Face button actions Ip 
rhythm to songs In order to keep the music and an ime- in spired 
dancers moving. While Cool Cool Toon never reached our shores, 
thankfully, many of the system's other music -1berried titles hit ihe 
U.S. on different systems - titles such as Space Channel 5 Part 2 and 
Rez and Ihe Wii version of Samba de Amigo Nils in the songs we 
never received from the Japan-only Samba de Amigo ver 2000- 

While Nintendo Is aiming to release most of its mu sic-based titles 
stateside, fans of the genre can't go wrong with still importing its 
titles. The Gamecube in Japan saw three installments of Donkey 
Kong* and every single one features a completely different song 
set than the US. serfs' two games. Fans of Japanese musk will 
enjoy slapping out bongo rhythms toanime themes, J-pop, J-rock, 
songs from famous Japanese commercials, classic Funkom and 
Namto themes and more in each version. Nintendo confirmed at E3 
Rhythm Heaven would finally release In the United States, coming 
over as a port of Japan's Rhythm Tengoku Gold for the D5. Rhythm 
Tengoku, also available an Japanese Game Boy Advance and arcade 
formats plays similar to the Wario Ware minr game setup, but all of 
the included games are rhythm based. And^ finally, while Nintendo 
of America first teased a D5 rhythm game “jam With Ihe Band11 on 
the back uf Nintendo D5 boxes released at launch, japan has since 
enjoyed multiple versions of Dalgassol Band Brothers. Band Broth¬ 
ers allows players to sing, 
use the face bullous and 
d-pad to play instruments 
or the touch screen to play 
guitar and arrange piano 
sheet music, ail complete 
with Wi-Fi downloads and 
wireless multiplayer 

We are featuring a review 
of (he U.5. Bust A Groove 2 
In ihl$ very issue (page 34), 
but there arc a few treats 
fans of the series can pick 
up if they invest in Japa¬ 
nese versions of the series. 
In Japan, where The bubble 
busting Bust-A-Move is 
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known as Puzzle Bobble, the country knows the series as Bust A 
Move and features A PlayStation 2 version. Dance Summit 2001, that 
was never released in the U.3. The Playstation 2 cisie realty picks 
up the pace of game play., thrusting up to four dancers Into the 
fray and creating random strings oF commands that all four play¬ 
ers have to follow. With the now formal, a number of brand new 
bonuses and team maneuvers become possible and Enix still kept 
the wacky characters and catchy songs intact. Going back (o the 
series7 roots, however, players Can pick up a Premium Disc version 
□f Bust A Move. With a bonus CD- ROM featuring a video of Hatsumi 
Mormaga, Singer of the Japanese version of Killy N‘s stage theme 
and Japanese dancers costumed as various In-game characters as 
well as videos promoting other Japanese Enlx game releases. In 
any Japanese release of BAM or BAM2, there are subtle differences 
in the characters and songs that were censored and removed in the 

versions and the Japanese version of RAM2 actually has ending 
videos dope completely in English that were missing from the U.S_ 
versicn. Haw does that make sense? 

you may have noticed that not only are musk games being promi¬ 
nently featured in this issue, but we've also compiled a number 
of one-on-one 2D fighter features. What's extremely Interesting 
Is Japan has a few games, which actually meld the two concepts 
together. 

Slap Happy Rhythm Busters for the Playstation is almost a com¬ 
pletely unique Title in the World of rhythm gaming, because the 
core gameptay is actually more of a Street Fighter II clone. The 
rhyihm element comes into play when you perform a character's 
special attacks. Depending on the level of your power gauge, you 
can lock into another character to perform moves in which a series 
of four markers appear on the screen for a psuedo-DOR style mlnl- 
game, Higher power gauge levels equate lo harder combinations 
of “notes” and more damage to yOur opponent. The mini-game 
also affects [he music In the background at the time. THQ had an 
American version In development and showcased it at an early 
E3, but eventually canned it. A prototype was sold on eBay a few 
years ago for just more than £350. The Japanese edition is a rarity 
in Itself, mostly flkey due to the fact that evert past the gimmicky 
nature of the game, itas actually extremely solid in its game play. 

□ raglade for the Nintendo OS is more of a beat 'em up affair but il 
enters into one-on-one territory as the different characters battle 
In the sport of "gripping" at stadiums across the world. The game 
play is quite simplistic in nature, but by building up energy, players 
can activate a line of ''notes" that execute combo attacks when the 
attack button Is pressed In the correct timing. Players can pur¬ 
chase a number of pre-arranged combos in the game, but Draglade 
allows players to change the pitches of the note? and create their 
own melodies. Atlus has since released Dragiade in the United 
States, but Japan has recently received a sequel that Is still up in 
the air for a U.S. release after an unsuccessful launch of the original 
title 

Another fantastic example of how great of a formal the Playstation 
Is for music gaming is in Vlh Ribbon, a very simplistic musk- 
based game where players can actually place their own music CDs 
Into the system and play obstacle - filled courses created through 
analysing the track's audio spectrums. Players assume the role of 
what looks like a stick-figure rabbit as It automatically prances 
forward through stages after a music track is selected, Not¬ 
ing places in the music track where there are certain effects and 
sound spikes, [he game generates obstacles such as spike pits, 
loops, chasms and walls, prompting players to hit a specific burton 
to clear the trap and stay out of danger. The game should really 
appeal to retro buffs due to the vtctrex-llkc graphics akin to the 
black backdrop and white lines of games such as Asteroids and as 
players progress through the stages, the screen vibrates in time to 
the current music. Anyone with a large CD collection is sure to get 
a ton of game play out of Vlb Ribbon. 

Along the lines of Vib Ribbon, another Playstation title, which will 
pull game play from your personal music CDs is Cool Goo! Soundy, 
The lid* Is a DDR done which automatically generates game play 
steps that can be played on controllers or dance pads. In a bit of 
a twist, the player1; dancing character also serves as a virtual pet 
that evolves and learns new dance moves through game play. 

Thankfully, not everything 
is all about Ihe Playstation, 
as other systems do have 
some great importable mu¬ 
sic titles. The Sega Saturn 
has a QJ simulator entitled 
DJ Wars, but It is highly 
unlike games such as HDX 
In the game, the player 
isn't forced to comply with 
any commands and is free 
m utilize I wo turntables 
however I hey wish, but 
the game keeps tabs on 
how players transition the 
records with ihe goal of 
making a smooth, nonstop 
mix. IF you ace looking 
far a game similar to MDX, 
however,. Dj Max Portable, 
published out of Korea, 
will get your PSP speakers 
thumping. The game is 
pound-for-pound Identi¬ 
cal to IIDX and while the 
controls take some gciting 
used to, the two versions 
of the Series currently available are among the best examples of 
portable music gaming you can find today. The PSP also hosted 
two arcade-perfect versions of the long'-running Pump It Dp dance 
simulation series and while players can't exactly dance an top of 
their PSPs, both Pump It Up 2ero and NX are represented in their 
only format outside of arcades. The Sony portable also received 
a very nice portable version of the popular MtoQ music game title 
Audition. Dubbed Audition Portable, the title does feature some 
wireless features and a number of great Korean songs. 

Players can Join In with Other Impart gamers and order a copy of 
Osu! Tatakae! Ouendanl, one of the Nintendo OS’s must Imported 
games alongside the Jump SuptrSlars series. Nintendo of America 
attempted to bring the charm of Ihe series to the U.S, in a com¬ 
pletely domesticated Elite Beat Agents (with lukewarm results), but 
nothing tops the craziness players will find in Osu! and its sequel. 
Instead of featuring Men in Black wannabes, Qsu! follows groups 
of cheer squads which motivate people in need. Whether someone 
needs to make good enough grades to get into college or someone 
needs to sell shoes on a distant planet, players pound out rhythms 
on the touch screen in a fashion exactly like Elite Beat Agents. Both 
titles in the series feature covers of many popular songs In Japan 
such as Orange Range and L'Arc En Ciel and each tune rings oul of 
the D£ with great quality. 

Finally, one series we JuSl can't forget to mention did get five 
minutes of attention back In the U.S, In 2004, but the domesticated 
version Hopped where a couple of dozen Japanese versions have 
enjoyed mad success - Taiko no Tats uj In, The title of' drum mas¬ 
ter" suitably explains the tide, which now has gobs of installments 
On the Playstation 2, Nintendo OS and Sony PSP along with various 
arcade versions. Developed by Namco, the game screen largely 
resembles Donkey KOnyJ. but commands prompt players to strike 
the top and sides of a drum controller. The game proves rather 
difficult In its later stages and different commands have players 
drum rolling and taking double strikes with drumsticks to mix up 
the game play. With the success of the series, a huge number of 
notable Japanese hits and classic Namco tunes have been featured 
in Taiko, which Ls still running very SErong in Japan. 

Of course, ihere's even more obscure titles to whel music gamers1 
appetites, but these key releases are great starts for players just 
gelling into the import Scene or wanting to expand their collec¬ 
tions. Thankfully, while its had its ups and downs, rhythm gaming 
Is still running strong thanks to renewed Interested an the pari of 
Guitar Hero and Rock Band and original titles are still screaming 
Into homes and arcades- With the future of music gaming looking 
bright, we may even be revisiting the theme in a future issue! Until 
then, keep those toes tapping and enjoy everything music gaming 
has to offer. 
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In the Arcade 

team tournament... in Video Game 
Collector! 

When 5NK released Fatal Fury In arcades worldwide, 
the Industry assumed that it was entering the fighting 
game biz with che same dubious intentions as many 
other small-time developers - to snatch a piece of 
Street Fighter IF* pie, While they proved they were in 
it for more than cashing in on the current craze with 
innovations such as Fatal Fury's dual planes. Art of 
Fighting's gargantuan thugs and Samurai Shodown's 
weapon-based combat, it wasn't until The King of 
Fighters that Capcom faced what it feared yet des¬ 
perately needed - true competition. As SNK's magnum 
opus, The King of Fighters is a result of a grand pool¬ 
ing of resources, staff and history, gathering char¬ 
acters from '80$ classics Ikari Warriors and Psycho 
Soldier to the new martial arts masters of Southtowm 
Clearly SNK had vision, as the inclusion of the year in 
the title demonstrates that much more was to come 
and it certainly did as The King of Fighters has grown 
to become the longest running 2D fighting franchise 
still in existence, even surviving the bankruptcy and 
near obliteration of its developer 

As the star of SNK's cherry red cabinet housing their 
MVS, or "Multi Video System,11 board, an arcade owner 
would be a fool to not fill a slot with the latest and 
greatest KOF, and home players gladly paid through 
the teeth for the Neo Geo AES versions. Those on 
a budget can settle for a multitude of conversions 
available on PlayStation, Dreamcast, PlayStation 2 and 
Xbox, which often include arranged music and 3D 
backgrounds among other bonus features, but purists 
stand by the playability of the Saturn imports. With 
the MVS put out to pasture, SNK Flay more jumped on 
board of Sammy's Atomiswave arcade system briefly 
before abandoning ship to Taito's Type X2 board as 
soon as their contract was fulfil led. Now on more 
powerful and upgradeable hardware, SNK is posed 
to finally ditch the sprites that they have been recy¬ 
cling ad nauseam for over a decade in favor of brand 
new, high res, hand-drawn sprites. It's perfect timing 
for a new beginning, as fate placed SNK on the same 
hardware as that of Capcom with its 3D Street Fighter 
revival, and now, on the cusp of this rebirth, let us 
look back on all that has come before and envision all 
that is still yet to be. 

The King of Fighters '94 
- The King of Fighters' 
humble beginnings were 
anything but in 1994 
when minds were blown 
by the three-person 
team combat, the large 
crossover line-up that 
mixed the best of SNK 

and the almost excessively animated backgrounds. 
The main hero of the franchise, Kyo, was introduced, 
as well as one of the genre's most awesomely absurd 
final bosses next to Geese Howard, Ruga! Bernstein, 
who was less Interested in conquering the world and 
more into acquiring some swanky art for his bachelor 
pad - in the form of your teammates dipped in molten 
metal. 

The King of Fighters "95 - SNK addressed a seem¬ 
ingly no-brainer in their first follow-up: What if you 
don't want to use every member of a team? The King 
of Fighters *95 introduced “Team Edit ” which allowed 
players to mix and match characters to their heart's 
desire. Beyond that, '95 is an all around im¬ 
provement on the original formula, includ¬ 
ing slightly better A.t. This also marks the 
introduction of lori, Kyo’s arch rival, and 
in turn the beginning of the Orochi saga, 
starting the King of Fighters trend of pre¬ 
senting Stories in trilogies. 

The King of Fighters '96 - The true turn¬ 
ing point of the series. The King of Fight¬ 
ers received an overhaul from the ground 
up, with all new sprites so smooth that SNK 
continued to u$e them well past Y2K, flashy 
supers, the introduction of the roll tech¬ 
nique and balanced AJ. that made single-player mode 
just as enjoyable as versus. To this day. The King of 
Fighters F96 has a 'modern" feel, thanks to the pol¬ 
ished refinements In both gameplay and presentation. 

The King of Fighters '97 The King of Fighters '97 is 
most often remembered for its unusual presentation. 
For once the series truly conveys the sense of being 
a broadcasted worldwide Olympics-style competi¬ 
tion rather than a glorified street fight, with decked 
out arenas, attendees abuzz, cameras rolling and card 
girls announcing each round. Music is almost non- 
existentt with atmospheric sound effects in its place. 
The King of Fighters r97 is known as one of the most 
story-heavy entries in the series but attention was 
paid to gameplay as well with the introduction of two 
different modes. The roll was now paired with stocked 
supers in “Advanced” mode, but those who prefer the 
classic style can choose IJExtra“ to dodge and charge 
up supers. 



The King of Fighters 
’98 - With the Orochi 
story line done and 
over with, SNK had 
the perfect opportu¬ 
nity to say “To heck 
with plot!" and create 
what is known as a 
“dream match." With 
no story relevance. 
The King of Fighters '98. considered the most solid 
game of the series, gathers nearly every character 
the franchise has ever seen, whether they are alive or 
dead. To avoid becoming too emotionless, however, 
The King of Fighters ’98 brought back the winning 
quotes cast off in the previous entry and elevated the 
fine art of SNK-grish by incorporating the cheesfest 
"dtsses” imaginable like "dweebenheimer.11 Those long 
lamenting SNK boss syndrome caught a break with the 
inclusion of the “continue service," offering a means to 
temporarily lower the difficulty. 

The King of Fighters *99 - The imaginary slugfest was 
fun, but it was time to get back to business. The King 

of Fighters '99 laid down the beginnings of 
the NESTS trilogy and brought in the first 
new hero to steal Kyo's spotlight - K’ (pro¬ 
nounced MK dash”). For this fresh start, SNK 
saw fit to toy with even the most sacred of 
King of Fighters staples, and they were met 
with resounding success. The outdated "Ex¬ 
tra11 mode was nixed, portraits were drawn 
in a cleaner, ani me-in spired style, battle 
ability rankings score a player's skill and 
stages experience gorgeous transitions of 
weather or other effects. Most significant of 
all, however, is that teams now consist of 
four members. While battles are still 3-on-3, 

the fourth member acts as a “striker,” a fighter who 
can be brought into the thick of it at any time to offer 
assistance. 

The King of Fighters 2000 - To naysayers, The King 
of Fighters 2000 is the last “real” KOF. Shortly after 
its creation, SNK collapsed, unable to bear the weight 
of financial strain or the abuse and neglect dealt by 
the hands of pachinko manufacturer Aruze. which 
had acquired the company prior. While SNK’s founder 
established Playmore and eventually regained all of 
SNK's intellectual properties and attempted to woo 
much of the original staff back, The King of Fighters 
is a divided series, just as time is defined as B.C or 
A.D, The King of Fighters 2000 reveals the beginning 
of this cataclysmic event, as the atmosphere is unusu¬ 
ally dark and industrial, and it’s evidently a bit rushed, 
a sign of money woes. Perhaps sensing the oncom¬ 
ing downfall, the developers honored SNK’s legacy 

with “alternate strikers.” For 
every playable character in 
the game, there is a second 
character available only as a 
striker, and these are pulled 
from the entire gamut of the 
SNK catalogue. 

The King of Fighters 2001 
- While SNK's properties 
were openly available to the highest bidder, Korean 
developer Eolith nabbed The King of Fighters license 
and, predictably, created the weakest link in the main 
series. Clearly they were wet behind the ears in terms 
of 2D fighters, and the shoddy presentation is the 
most blatant of issues. With wretched music, washed 
out, pixilated backgrounds and hideous portraits that 
make the fighters looks deranged, The King of Fight¬ 
ers 2001 is a far cry from the high production values 
of the past and the gameplay mechanics are hurting 
as well. No one can say Eolith didn't try, though, as 
they introduced the ability to set up aero to three of 
the four teammates as strikers, adjusting the strength 
of the playable fighter/s accordingly. 

The King of Fighters 2002 - For Eolith’s second stab 
at the series, they attempted to rectify their mistakes 
by hearkening back to the glory days of KOF. Using 
The King of Fighters '98, the fan favorite, as a model, 
Eolith created another straight-to-the-pomt dream 
match - no fluff, no gimmicks. Strikers went bye-bye, 
as did the awkward party formation options of 2001. 
In fact, it could be said that Eolith played it too safe 
with The King of Fighters 2002, reusing anything they 
could get away with, but sticking to what worked 
resulted in a significant improvement, despite some 
niggling flaws still present. 

The King of Fighters 2003 - In 2003, Playmore re¬ 
covered the rights to the SNK name, and with SNK’s 
intellectual properties back in their hands and many 
former employees rehired, SNK Playmore crafted their 
first King of Fighters since 2000. Since Eolith had 
wrapped up the NESTS plot, SNK Playmore started 
anew with a story that ties back into the original 
Orochi saga. A new hero team was introduced, with 
Ash Crimson, a freckle-faced, ambiguous male who 
looks like Patty Duke gone horribly wrong, at its helm, 
Speaking of leaders, one now must be selected by the 
player, and he or she chosen receives an extra over- 
the-tcp super. The largest gameplay change, however, 
is that battles are now played out in a tag-team for¬ 
mat. with no rounds and fighters hopping in and out 
willy-nilly. For long-time SNK followers, the release of 
The King of Fighters 2003 was bittersweet, as it was 
the last KOF to ever appear on SNK’s own MVS board. 

continued on pg 39 



- Kristina Potts 

There's more to Neo Geo than The King 
of Fighters and Samurai Shodown. Even 
the most fanatical of SNK collectors car 
find themselves in a rut, chasing after 
the big franchises like Fatal Fury and 
Art of Fighting* and perhaps thatns due 
to the prohibitively expensive prices 
that necessitate known quality over 
experimentation. However, the origins of 
these games, SNK's "Multi Video Sys¬ 
tem" arcade board, encourages vari¬ 
ety by definition; it's right there in the 
title - multiple video games. A dream 
come true to arcade owners, MVS games 
didn't require the purchase of thousand 
dollar dedicated cabinets that eat up 
floor space and offer one measty game 
forevermore. Instead, the hardware is 
not unlike a com sole, so, for a compara¬ 
tively mere few hundred dollars, a new 
game can be added to a preexisting 
machine and effortlessly swapped in and 
out for an ever-changing line-up. There 
was never any question of compatibility, 
and this hardware was viable for over 
ten years. Even better yet, the arcade 
board was manufactured in four mam 
variations, so the penny-pinching owner 
could purchase a one-slot or two-slot 
board. The four-slot MVS was the most 
common, however, and some even opted 
for the six-slot behemoth. 

So say you’re the proud owner of a brand 
new four-slot cabinet - now what? 
Sure, youII want the reliable quarter- 
muncher, and you'd fill a couple more 
slots providing a little something for all 
tastes, such as Metal Slug, Eust-a-Move 
or maybe even some rockin' Neo Turf 
Masters. But what about those jaded Neo 
Geo diehards that have seen it all? You 
better have something that isn't in every 
arcade in the city and this is where the 

Neo Geo truly shines. Since Neo Geo and 
fighters are synonymous, it's no surprise 
that most of the obscure releases belong 
to the genre and due to this saturation^ 
far too many have slipped through the 
cracks of time. There’s no better lime 
than now to discover the diamonds in 
the rough, but beware of those dog 
turds hiding in the grass. 

The driving force behind many small- 
fry developers was to take advantage of 
Street Fighter iFs winning formula. Rip- 
offs were a dime a dozen in the early 
‘90s and the Neo Geo was no stranger to 
this phenomenon. One of the most pain¬ 
fully blatant was Breakers* as it doesn't 
take a rocket scientist to pinpoint the 
Street Fighter U origins of each char¬ 
acter. It even received a Street Fighter 
style revision titled Breakers Revenge 
but the update proved unnecessary as 
it's nearly identical, except with ugly 
palette swapping, downgraded portraits 
and one piddly new character. At the 
very least. Breakers is a solid game with 
attractive graphics, tight gameplay and 
easy combcing* which is more than can 
be said for Fight Fever. If you’ve ever 
played one of those disastrous home¬ 
brews that attempt to code Tekken for 
NE5* you'll know to expect, as Fight Fever 
feels like a bad Chinese pirate. With 
hideous graphics and thoroughly awful 
hit detection and controls, this Korean 
knock-off may be official but is certainly 
not ‘legit." 

At the height of Street Fighter 11 cloning, 
Data East got the worst of it as Capcom 
bled a lawsuit over the suspiciously 
similar Fighter's History. While the case 
was ultimately thrown out, the damage 
was done and Capcom’s point was made 
- they'll go after an imitator SO HARD 
that the next Street Fighter 11 wannabe 
is gonna feel it. As a result, the sequel 
Fighter's History Dynamite is known as 
Kamov's Revenge in the West to dis¬ 
associate itself from its sordid past. 
Beyond its history* the series has little to 
take note of besides ridiculous war cries 
like “Double German!", comical back¬ 
ground details and the fact that Kamov 
is In desperate need of a mans sere to 
contain his magnificent melons. 

The most successful copycat of this era 
was the World Heroes franchise- While 
it began with slow, no-frills gameplay 
typical of 1992, each subsequent year 
saw substantial improvements. World 
Heroes set itself apart from the crowd 
with wacky characters like the Hulk Ho¬ 
gan look-a-like Muscle Power, who's so 
patriotic that even his crotch is cradled 
by the American flag, and Russian sor¬ 
cerer Rasputin, who's definitely in touch 
with his feminine side. Another amus¬ 
ing gimmick is the death match, taking 

place in cages rigged with gnarly spikes 
or electrified ropes. Wo rid Heroes 2 fur¬ 
thered The insanity with a nearly doubled 
roster and tweaked death matches, 
taking Inspiration from arm wrestling 
with a single bar that fluctuates depend¬ 
ing on who has the tipper hand. As the 
title implies, World Heroes 2 Jet lit a fire 
under the game's behind and with the 
new speed, characters, moves and Tour¬ 
nament mode1 Jet received a tornado of 
hype from magazines. The fourth and fi¬ 
nal game. World Heroes Perfect* iives up 
to its title* as it's the mo si perfected the 
series was to become. With two-punch- 
es-two-kicks controls and super bars. 
Perfect adopted the standardized style 
of Neo Geo fighters and the energetic 
music and vivid historical backgrounds 
made for the greatest aesthetics of the 
franchise. 

Other than World Heroes, SNK’s sec¬ 
ond party ADK created the perpetually 
confused Aggressors of Dark Kombat, 
which can't decide if it wants to he a 
fighter or a beat-Lem-up. with Free 
movement and a jump button, you may 
think you're playing Final Fight, but the 
1 on 1 combat begs to differ. The game 
was certainly inventive, but it falls a 
bit flat due to its unresponsive, clunky 
feeL ADK's Ninja Master's fared much 
better and deserves to be recognized 
as one of the Neo Geo's lost treasures* 
Coming off as a grittier, more realistic 
Samurai Shod own in appearance, Ninja 
Master1* features outstanding water- 
color portraits and large landscapes as 
delicately designed as bonsai trees but 
it's got brains to match Its beauty. The 
customizable weapon combat gives you 
the choice of pulling out or sheathing 
your tool of destruction at whim and 
with finely tuned balance, you can suc¬ 
ceed with any method you desire. Some 
lament the dial-a-com bo system but 
minor grievances aside. Ninja Master's is 
a masterful game. 

Ninja Master's wasn't the only Neo Geo 
game to take inspiration from Samurai 
Shodown. but Far East of Eden: Kabuks 
Klash has even more behind Its origin. 
Most Americans would scratch their 
heads in response to learning that It's 
the sole Tengai Makyou game to reach 
Western shores* but Japanese players 
must've been overjoyed to see all their 
favorite characters gathered to duke it 
out. Tengai Makyou was the FC En¬ 
gine's answer to Dragon Quest, and its 
popularity can be attributed to the fully 
voiced animated cinematics in she first 
console RFC on CD-ROM. way bark in 
L9S9, Kabuki Klash does an excellent 
job capturing the silly atmosphere of the 
rote-playing series including the color¬ 
ful visuals and outrageous characters 
and, expectedly, the game focuses on 



controls that allow for silky execution 
of combos and moves and two modes 
of play Power and Speed. Since it came 
out only one year later, The Iasi Blade 2 
is not a huge leap over the original hut 
with new moves, characters and effects, 
it equally deserves vour time. 

Also building off of past ideas, SNK 
created Savage Reign, which takes dual 
planes much Farther than fatal Fury, 
Characters perform massive flying leaps 
from the ground to a higher level and in 
sonic stages, the fighters even dangle 
From rigging, knocking hanging Fixtures 
onto an unsuspecting foe. All the while, 
characters can chuck their weapons ev¬ 
ery which wayh even toward the alternate 
plane. Throw in an excellent sense of 
humor and unusual cast members, like 
policeman Cordon, whose chest hair is 
so thick it replaces the need For a shirt, 
and you have an original' game that's 
worth a lark. Its vastly different sequel 
Kizuna Encounter: Super Tag Battle, on 
the other hand, is known for being the 
most expensive officially released game 
in the world - the European AES version, 
That is. With less than ten existing copies 
confirmed, sales have exceeded £12,000- 
Unfortunately, little attention is drawn 
to the fact that itTs one of the earliest 
examples of tay-team fighting and since 
switching can only occur in a specific 
zone and battles end when either char 
actor is defeated, strategic character 
placement is required, 

Some developers prefer to take an 
established idea in a completely differ¬ 
ent direction, as is the case with Double 
Dragon, which isn't a beat-em-up as one 
would assume. This fighter captures the 
spirit of rampant destruction of its fore¬ 
fathers, with crazy entrances that almost 
always result in something blowing up 
real good and the stages are further torn 
asunder as the battle rages on. While 
they failed to acquire the rights for an 
official follow-up, Evoga produced a 
pseudo-segue I titled Rage of the Drag¬ 
ons, Featuring mostly original characters 
and tag-teams, similarities are minimal 
and the strong juxtaposition between 
quality and lack thereof makes Rage of 
the Dragons feel like a fan tribute. The 
zero-effort, digitized backgrounds with 
sloppily designed bystanders are only 
beat out in awful ness by the choppy a hi 
matron, terrible hit detection and even 
worse A.L of the fighting system itself.. 
Luckily, Matrtmelee, an entry in the Pow¬ 
er Instinct franchise that includes Rage 
of the Dragons characters, isn'l nearly 
as bad. The Power instinct series is 
famous for sis zany humor and off-the- 
wall cornbsi&TUS and Matrimelee stands 
out as one of she strangest, wish vocal 
performances occurring in nearly every 
stage accompanied by weird, distracting 

overhead videos- Final boss Sissy takes 
the prize in both cheapness and quirki- 
ness, as shell spam her cheesy moves 
endlessly with wedding music blaring. 

Suns of l laid the groundwork for fighters 
that laugh in The face of the status quo 
with its bizarre contri but ions. Their first 
attempt, Calaxy Fight, is an odd sci-h 
themed game, in which each charac¬ 
ter inhabits a different planet, rang 
mg from the iizardman Gunter to the 
robotic Musafar. Obviously, Galaxy Fight 
is loaded with corned it value but it fails 
at creating a cohesive theme by taking 
itself too seriously-Its nature also belies 
its difficulty but it's wtirih persevering 
to appreciate the presentation, including 
nice parallax in the looping backgrounds 
and screen- consuming portraits. The 
follow-up Waku Waku 7, however, ts 
genuinely wacky, with a plot and cast 
that parodies every anime cliche in the 
book. Wilh totally silly characters and 
vibrant graphics, even the most jaded 
of gamers canT resist grinning and the 
zippy, chaotic fighting system will keep 
you coming back, if only to see a giant 
purple bunny-monster punched across 
the entire length of the stage. 

For some games, anime is serious busi¬ 
ness and Voltage Fighter Gowcaizer 
demonstrates that well. Designed by 
Masami Oharii famous for fighter-based 
anime, the game has all the stereotypi¬ 
cal elements - long-legged figures, girls 
in skimpy outfits and pretty boys in 
ndkulous mecha gel - ups. The game- 
play is as generic as it gets but it does 
offer the twist of learning an ability from 
a defeated foe, Gowcaizer looks like a 
masterpiece in comparison to the abys¬ 
mal Ragnagard, though. Taking a page 
from Killer Instinct, Ragnagard attempts 
to wow arcade players with its pre¬ 
rendered models hut apparently nobody 
at Saurus realized that the characters 
look like grainy, hideous messes. Worse 
yet, this feeble technological experiment 
bogs down the engine, resulting in pain- 
fully lethargic, off-kilter gameplay. 

Sure, sonic games are best left forgotten, 
as those who had the unfortunate fate of 
playing them at release surely wished to 
wipe their experiences from memory but 
others were simply overshadowed - The 
quality of SNK's mainstream franchises 
cannot be understated but success can 
cause developers to play it safe. Obscure 
fighters are allowed the luxury of taking 
risks and while they may fall flat on their 
faces, others strike gold. Give yourself 
the opportunity to dabble in the un¬ 
known, and you may just find a lost gem 
that's every bit as dazzling as the old, 
dependable classics. 
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Ton years &goh Ken a mi Introduced gamers to a whole new 

world of terror. After the wake of the successful Resident 

Evil. Silent Hill first entered our Playstations in 1999, showing 

garners that survival horror could be so much more than 

roaming buildings full of zombies. After six entries in the 

series that spanned from the Playstation up to the newest 

system£, a hit theatrical release, numerous side story entries 

and even an arcade cabinet, Konaml is looking to go back to 

where It all started for the series1 10th anniversary. 

The company is lining up a Fe-release of Silent Hill on the 

Playstation 2, Sony PSP and Nintendo Wii, bringing Harry 

Mason back into the nightmarish town of Silent HIM In a now 

entry entitled Silent HMl: Shattered Memories^ All three 

versions will enjoy a huge bump in graphics, remixed game 

play to create a brand new experience for those familiar with 

the original title, a brand new soundtrack by Akira Tamaoka 

(who is now synonymous with the franchise) and a now 

psyche profile element that monitors a player's actions to 

adapt Harry’s actions. The Wii version, however, will make 

full use of the Remote, allowing players to wield a torch to 

light environments or utilize Harry's cell phone, which acts as 

a secondary user interface and allows players to take photos 

of the environment and utilize its GPS maps. The Wii Remote 

also allows players to examine and manipulate certain items 

in real time In order to solve puzzles. 

SHATTEiPeC 
TH: My name Is Tomm Hnlett, and I was the Associate Producer, 
on Silent Hill: Homecoming, I've also worked on Contra 4, Silent 
Hill Origins and a few local!2alion projects. 

VGC: What do you feel as the aspect or aspects of the series 
that has made Silent Hill such a successful franchise even 
after almost 19 years since its original release? 

TH: I think One important element is that Silent Hill thrives off 
mystery. The games don't ever directly answer ihe questions 
they bring up, so that leaves a lot of room for fans to Interpret 
events and dialogue between each title. It s interesting to see 
which things fans all agree are canonical details, and other areas 
where theories vary wildly. I think the hardcore fans really feel 
a "part” of Silent HMl because of this fact - theyVe the ones who 
worked hard to parse every detail, and when a new game comes 
out, they pour over that one to revise, add( and ponder all the 
new mysteries. 

VGC: In your opinion, what docs Silent Hill offer to gamers 
that isnft found in other games of the horror genre? 

With the lories On its tenth year, Tamm Huletl of Konami took 

some time to answer some of our questions about the classic 

horror franchise. 

VGC: Can you please introduce yourself and explain to US 
how you are Involved with Kona mi:? 

TH: Atmosphere is the biggest thing separating Silent Hill from 
the rest of the pack. The imagery, graphics, and sound all work 
together to create a wholly unsettling state of mind that players 
enter into when they play. That's a really palpable feeling during 
the game, and it apparently resonates well with people! While 
a lot of other games focus on dogs jumping through windows, 
the horror in Silent Hill is really about the whole experience and 
what could be lurking out there - not necessarily what's right up 

in your face. The stories of Ihe 
Silent Hill games focus a lot on 
the main character's psyche and 
state of mind, which really sets 
it apart from other games Fn Ihe 
genre- 

VGC: A huge facet of the series 
is in Its gripping storylines and 

freakish presentation. What 
process is entailed; in creating 

the environments, characters 
and monsters that make Silent 

Hill stand out as some of the 
Creepiest beings in video 

gaming? 

TH: The most original elements 
of Silent Hill usually come from 

the fact the world reflects the 
mindset of the protagonist. So 
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VGC: This might show that R think way too much, tout I'm 

curious: Do the p e-op lo who develop and work on the games 

stilt get scared when they play through the Silent HH■ titles? 

the places you travel can't just be ‘'scary places" hut they also 
have a deeper element that ties into the story or what's going on. 
I think this ties everything together more cohesively Than maybe 
other games can do. These themes have to reflect in every 
aspect of the game or the effect just won't work, 

VGC: So, about those UFOs ... Is there a backs lory about 

the running ^joke ending" featured In almost all of Silent 

Kill games? We're shooting for the UFOs to return In 

Ha me coming because wo need another fix of Silent Hill no 

Uta. 

TH: Aliens must enjoy survival horror too, 

VGC: Through the course ot the soriesh it seems Akira 

Yamaoka is now synonymous with Silent Kill {in fact, readers 

check out all of the official Silent Hill import soundtrack 

offerings offered by Konami at www.konamE,com|, With the 

sound production being such a big part of the series, does 

Akira Yamaoka^ scores influence hew the game is developed 

or does all the sound come after everything is set in stone? 

TH: whenever I think about playing the old games I still get 
apprehensive about it... so. yeah. As much as l love The 
Historical Society seguonce in Silent Hill 2 ... do I really want to 
live through it again? 

VGC: Finally, there any message you would like to send out 
to long-time fans of the series or those who haven’t played 
one of the titles and may toe interested In doing so? 

TH: One important thing about the Silent Hill games is that each 
one has its own individual story. Sometimes it ties into old 
games and sometimes itfs independent - but you can always 
appreciate a Silent Hill game on its own merits without any 
prior knowledge. Silent Hill: Homecoming was the same way, so 
nobody needs to be afraid they'll be lost if they haven't played 
the entire series. There is plenty of time to be afraid once you 
start playing. 

TH: The past scores from Mr. Yamaoka have had a big part 
in how we perceive "Silent HilT today 1 understand it. his 
approach is to look at the original vision that the game creators 
have set out. and use his score to illustrate that. He's very good 
at looking to the heart of the story and drawing out the essence 
of the emotion behind it. 

VGC: Seeing as we’re a magazine focused on collecting, we 

have to put this one out there - Can U,S. gamers ever expect 

to see a North American release of Silent Kill Complete 

Set (Silent Hill Collection in PAL)? We’re also missing the 

portable Play Novel: Silent Hbl and the ultra-appealing Silent 

Kill? The Arcade. Any chance weTI over see a piece of that 

action as well:? 

TH: Konami is always evaluating the future of Silent Hill. 

VGC: What are your thoughts on the series being rather 
collectable, especially the original installment? At this 
moment, most eBay sales for Silent Hill (1) are banking in 
at S40, with same sellers asking $d0-$10D for an original, 
complete, mint print. 

TH: As someone who's been on hoard since the first game, 
it looks like l better check out EBay. But seriously. I'm not 
too surprised. We've already established that Silent Hill has 
dedicated fans, and arty series with that dedicated a base is 
going to also have collectable value. 
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pieced together a rocking soundtrack 
complete with microphone enabled voice 
chat, a relatively new feature at the time 
used previously in Alien Front Online, 
and premiering console online chat and 
online team co-op play before the similar 
Crimson Skies title for the X-Box Live 
service years later. 

Propeller Arena should have climbed 
into the glorious skies like the planes in 
the game, but instead took a dive due 
to a tragic course of events. Scheduled 
to be released in September, the title 
was shot down after the September 11th 
attacks destroyed the twin towers of New 

PROPELLER ARENA HISTORY 

Unreieased, but completed, the flight 
of Propeller Arena: Aviation Battle 
Championship was sadly cancelled before 
it could ever leave the runway... 

In the year 2045, World War II era prop 
planes were retrofitted to compete in 
aerial combat for glory and valuable 
prizes. Propeller Arena was not a flight 
simulator, but a series of dog fighting 
death matches. Often referred to as 
“Quake in the skies" the game played like 
a quick multiplayer first person shooter 
Propeller Arena was developed by Sega’s 
own AM2 team, famed designers of the 
popular flight game Afterburner, and 
other hits such as Out Run, Shenmue and 
Virtua Fighter The online Sega Net title 
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York’s World Trade Center. There were 
similarities found among the game and 

the cowardly terrorist actions. 

The level “Tower City'’ was modelled 
after Manhattan, and replicas of the 
World Trade Center’s Twin Towers were 
prominent in the city's skyline. In the 
Propeller Arena “Airport” level, the 
player could even hijack airplanes. Even 
the game packaging box art depicted 

airplanes flying near high-rise 
buildings. 

Imagine 
Sega’s fears 

if they released such 
a game in the wake of 9/11. 

Worries that players could, 
in essence, recreate the tragic 
events of that day, including 
dialogue through the online 
voice-chat, made for a very 
grim scenario. One cannot 
blame Sega for wanting to 
avoid such negative press 
in the public eye. 

Sega’s official press statement 
announcing the delay, which turned out to 
be permanent, stated: “Sega Corporation 
was greatly saddened to learn 
of the 
terrorist 
attacks on 
the United 
States on 
Tuesday, 
September 
11,2001. 
Our deepest 
condolences 
go out to the 
families and friends of those injured or 
who lost their lives in the horrific events, 
At this time, we have decided to postpone 
shipment of Propeller Arena for the 
Dreamcast. Although the game content 
does not deal with terrorism in any way, 
it is possible for a determined individual 
to deliberately play the game in a manner 
that generates images similar to those we 
have seen on the news. We want to avoid 
causing any additional grief to those 

involved in this week’s tragedy and 
feel this is an appropriate 

action.” 
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Clayfighter TE 
Company: Interplay 
Platform: Super Nintendo 

When Street Fighter II reigned 
supreme. many companies 
not only followed in Caption's 
footsteps of reteasing fighting 
games, but also rehashing the 
titles with full-price "up¬ 
dates" to the software. When 
Interplay released Clayfighter 
on the SINES and Genesis, it 
got immediate attention due to it fully digitized clay models 
and bizarre concepts but it failed to hold long-term inter¬ 
est thanks to a few sloppy mechanics, recycled themes and 
balance issues. A possible answer for these issues came in 
the form of a Super Nintendo-only cart, which promised a 
number of fixes and new game modes. While Tournament 
Edition did patch up a few leaks* It failed to add anything to 
make this ship worth sailing. 

Clayfighter had the workings of a champ, but its cheap game 
play and horrible animation really cheapen the title. Nei¬ 
ther are fixed in Tournament Edition and while some of the 
patches such as reducing The Blob's deadly sawblade to 
one hit are understandable, others such as nerfing Bonkers* 
mid-air block move are just baffling and simple infinite 
comhos still remain in the game. The update adds a few 
new backgrounds to break up the monotony and a tourna¬ 
ment feature for when more than two people want to go at 
it* but these standard features just aren't worth the price of 
admission. TE just ends up being a Clayfighter 1.5 with few 
new things to do instead of giving players more replay abil¬ 
ity, animation dr characters - in fact, by removing the glitch 
to play as N. Boss, Interplay technically reduced the roster In 
TE. 

That's not to say that absolutely no fun can be had from 
I he title as it definitely quite a curious fighter. When not 
in motion, the characters and backgrounds look fantastic 
and many great sound and voice clips really bring the title's 
zany humor to life. The surface of Clayfighter is attractive 
enough to lure players to the dinner table but when they get 
to the game play, they are offered a cough drop instead of 
a steak. The choppy game play* shallow roster* ultra-cheap 
A| and lack of replayability make Clayfighter TE not enough 
for player to sink their teeth into and after one playihrough, 
chances are you'll be ready to plug a better fighter into the 
system. 

Regardless, in the 
massive sea of Su¬ 
per Nintendo fighters, 
Clayfighter Tourna¬ 
ment Edition's obscu¬ 
rity is enough to keep 
it as one of the very 
few fighters to retain 
at least a little value. 
While you can pick the 
title up on the cheap, at 
times the cart can dose 
in on the $20 mark, 
especially on complete 
copies. 

■ May 1994 

Pump *t Up; Exceed 
Company; Mastiff 
Platform; Xbox * Aug, 29, 2005 

Nipping on the coattails of 
the surging dancing/rhythm 
game trends. Mastiff published 
Andamiro’s Pump It Up fran¬ 
chise for the first time on home 
consoles. While the game was 
originally released on U.5. shores 
through a PC port of the Korean 
arcade dance hit about ten years 
ago* the best-selling Dance 
Dance Revolution series by Kon- 
ami got yet another competitor 
on the Xbox and PlayStation 2 in 
Pump l! Up: Exceed. 

While the different format of dancing should five the casual 
player another healthy alternative, long-time players will 
notice the same game they played nearly five years ago. The 
most notable difference Pump It Up pushes in front of play¬ 
ers is its obvious change in the dance pad layout. Instead of 
the standard DDR 90-degree arrow layout Cleft* up, down, 
right). Andamiro's dance layout is the complete reverse as 
every space that used to be metal on the DDR dance pad is 
now given a button. 

With the arrows surrounding you diagonally, dance motions 
become much more natural and your freedom of motion in¬ 
creases greatly* making Pump It Up more of a dancing game 
than its competition. With that in mind, Andamiro enlisted 
professional dancers to assist in choreographing ihe step 
charts for the songs in the game. Pump it Up integrated 
hold arrows, modifications and hi-res background videos 
before DDR* but because it is making its way into the Amer¬ 
ican market way too late into the trend, it ends up looking 
much more unoriginal and bland than it should. 

Furthermore, while the game features around 100 dance 
tracks, aside from a mere handful of licensed U.5. tracks, 
Pump It Up: Exceed offers little to differentiate it from Us 
original arcade release in 2004. Pump It Up features a 
score of Korean tracks, which deliver a healthy mix of music 
genres from R&S to pop to hardcore. 

While the pad holds up during the easier songs, once you hit 
the big-time, the pad tends to crumple up and move about, 
making it a bit more difficult to clear the really hard songs. 
The menu navigation can be a little irritating at first with the 
danee pad and the five-button layout. However, it's noth¬ 
ing a player won't get accustomed to after a few goes at the 
game. 

Exceed came in too late 
to have a huge impact on 
the ITS. dancing market 
but for collectors, it is the 
only DDK alternative on the 
system, with a set usu¬ 
ally hanging in the $20-30 
area. Pump It Upi Exceed 
is worth every penny, but 
don't expect it to turn the 
world of dancing games 
upside down. 

Rating: 2J5 
Rating: 3." 



Samba de Amigo 
Company: Sega 
Platform: Dreamcast * Oct. 16T 2000 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Tournament Fighters 
Platform: NES 
Company: Konami * Year: 1993 

In a time before gamers were slapping 
down S200 for Rock Band packages, 
the Sega Dreamcasl saw a console port 
of the company's arcade music game 
titie Samba de Amigo. With official 
marracca controllers running SBC per 
player on top of S40 for the game 
itself. Samba was the first to rock the 
perephrial boundries in U.5. music 
gaming and, thankfully, years later the title still holds up as 
a semi- valuable and fun commodity. 

While Japan had quite a lineup running for music games on 
the Sega Dreamcast, Samba just happened to be one of the 
very few titles ported to the U.S, in the genre, prior to dance 
games flooding the market just a few years afterward. Pre¬ 
sumably. the game's Latin feel is to be credited for the U-S- 
port and players will definitely feel the theme through song 
selections such as Livin'1 La Vita Loca, El Ritmo Tropical or 
Soul Bossa Nova. Players choose a song and either through 
special motion-based marracca controllers or the standard 
controller shake their way through a variety of songs in 
order to get the highest score possible. 

The presentation in Samba is extremely well-done with 
charming characters and environments and a number of 
flashy animations and situations that reflect how a player 
is performing at any given point in a song. The on-disc 
songs compliment the maraca mechanic very well and while 
all of the songs are covers, they all pump well through your 
speakers and are guaranteed to keep your feet tapping. 

Unfortunatelyh some of the graphics can be distracting, es¬ 
pecially with the explosion of colors producing while players 
are performing at the best rating, A handful of players 
may also have troubles calibrating the maraca controllers, 
especially third-party verities, and using the Dreamcast 
controller just isn't as fun, The three different commands - 
shake, roll and pose - mix up game play and keep it fresh all 
through the song but current-day players may find the song 
list quite short, Although the list can be extended slightly 
through downloadable content, to access it, players either 
have to have a VMU with saved data from nearly a decade 
ago or use tools to download save files. 

Minor beefs aside, not many games on the system rival 
the party feel two sets of maracas and Samba ran provide* 
Thankully, players today can experience this at 50-70% of 
the original price. Full import sets can be purchased for 
$100 and domestic maracas can fetch anywhere between 
S30”$7O on eBay. The game itself doesn't hold extravagant 

value, but many 
fans of the system 
and series will look 
to the Japanese- 
only Version 2001. 
usually included in 
the aforememioned 
import sets. 

Rating: 3/5 

Regardless of their quality, Konami had 
three extremely popular Ninja Turtles 
games for the N£S under its bell and 
when the Street Fighter craze swept 
the world, the company had no better 
license to slap onto a fighter than the 
heroes in a half shell. While this meant 
the Super Nintendo and the Sega 
Genesis received yet another obliga¬ 
tory fighter in Its pile, surprisingly, NES 
owners were treated to one of the very 
few one-on-one titles ever officially 
released for the system. 

The menus are very clean and the up-dose character por¬ 
traits are very detailed, but in-game, the characters resem¬ 
ble the small models seen in previous NES entries, mak¬ 
ing the large character Hothead seem much more detailed 
than the others. Regardless of detail, however^ the bigger 
distraction is the massive flickering occurs during every 
second of the match. While players learn to ignore It, it is by 
far the biggest nuisance of the entire game. If the character 
models and animation could have measured up to the rest of 
the game, Tournament Fighters would be a perfect graphical 
concoction. Thankfully, excellent music and “voice effects" 
are present to flesh out an overall superb presen tat ion. 

Although the control is mapped to only two buttons, the 
fighters have a lot of versatility during matches, with a 
number of punches, kicks, running attacks, special moves, 
throws and even a super projectile that can be executed 
after picking up an item. While the turtles mostly play the 
same, all of the characters differ slightly in some way so 
players should be able to find a favorite among the seven 
playable fighters. The real Joy of playing the game is in 
multiplayer since the CPU fights pathetically unless pumped 
up to the Hard difficulty. With a total of four players alter¬ 
nating the controllers, the game's tour n a mem mode alone 
can produce hours of intense play and rounds out the sur¬ 
prisingly robust option set the game offers. 

Overall, when it comes to the NES, Tournament Fighters may 
surpass what gamers expect from an $-bit fighter. While 
The single-player mode lacks depth and flicker runs ram¬ 
pant, the title will certainly entertain those who can look 
past The flaws. Collectors should take special note of the 
title for a number of reasons: Releasing in 1993. it was Kon- 
ami’s final NES offering in the U S,; Tournament is the final 
game series based on the original 198 7 animation; it is The 
only game in the TMNT universe where The turtles do not 
use their trademark weapons; complete copies feature the 
NE5 variant cover of Leonardo fighting Hothead. As such„ 
values on the 
cart are climb¬ 
ing insanely fast 
with a recent eBay 
auction netting 
nearly SI40 for 
the complete 
package. 

Rating: 4/S 
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Bust-A-Croove 2 
Company: Enix 
Platform: Playstation * March 31, 1999 

You just can'i argue that 
Bust-A-Groove has fans 
since they are the driv¬ 
ing farce behind the senes1 
sequel getting a U.S. release. 
Fast off the heels of Parappa, 
Bust-A-Groove provided 
fierce player versus player 
rhythm battles, but the se¬ 
quel was announced, canned 
and brought back to life for 
a limited release m the U.5. 
While part (wo has a few 
quirks and translation qualms, it stays true to the formula 
and adds plenty of new content and mechanics to keep mu¬ 
sic gamers happy. 

The premise of the series, which has been since copied by 
current games such as Audition, has players punching in a 
series of commands to work up a dance move and execute 
it by pressing the final command in the series on the fourth 
heat of a song s measure- Bust-A-Groove 2 adds new me¬ 
chanics to the Series such as "just commands'1 (perfect tim¬ 
ing), even more dance move branches, mix settings to place 
face buttons among the dance commands, counterattacks^ 
jackpots and more all while adding a ton more characters, 
environments and songs. 

The graphics are pretty standard for the time, but what 
really pops oul are the game's environments, which simi¬ 
lar la Parappa, change according to the performance qf the 
characters. Also, thanks to motion capturing, the anima¬ 
tion and dance moves are fantastic, rewarding players for 
successfully executing tough moves and fleshing out the 
game's signature characters. The game's soundtrack is just 
as charming as ever - you'll have some corny lyrics and 
lower-effort English versions of some of the songs, but they 
still remain a highlight of the game. 

BuSt-A-GrOove constantly keeps players1 attention on the 
commands so, unfortunately itFs hard io pay attention to 
the graphical goodies during game play. Thankfully there 
are modes that clear up the dispalys to let players view the 
dancer's moves. Sadly, BAGZ focuses less on the series4 
story and characters, even cutting out the ending movies, 
already in English, from the U.S. version. 

The limited availability of the title should interest collec¬ 
tors whether or not they are into rhythm gaming, Bust-A- 
Groove 2 constantly floats in the $50-50 area and for its 
time, the niche nature of the game didn't exactly see it flying 
off store shelves. Collectors may be interested to know 
the last couple of BAG games (the series finale was never 
released in the U.5.) are 
among the final titles 
produced by Enix before 
its merger with Square- 
Regardless, any gamer 
who wants a bizarre and 
addictive dose of dance 
shouldn't hesitate to give 
Bust-A^Groove 2 a spin. 

Samurai Shodown CD 
Company: JVC 
Platform: Sega CD # 1993 

By now no one should he unfamilair 
with SNK's flagship weapons fighter 
Samurai Showdown and while the most 
recent releases haven't exactly created 
a buzz among casual players, anyone 
who walked into an arcade in 1993 saw 
the original entry eminating from the 
red Neo-Geo cabinets. As was natu¬ 
ral during the '90s, this arcade hit was 
brought to the home systems of the 
time. While Takara brought Showdown 
to the SNES and Genesis, JVC managed 
to get rights to bring the samurai clash 
to the Sega CO in a semi-decent effort 
that, much like its cart counterparts, 
just doesn't measure up to the original. 

Much like 80% of the games released during this time. 
Samurai Showdown was a one-on-one fighter, featuring a 
cast of characters skilled with blades, a unique rage system, 
strategic defensive game play and gushes of blood. Many 
arcade-goers were attracted to the title's large character 
sprites and zooming feature made possible by scaling along 
with the detailed hand-drawn models and careful attention 
put into the crafting of the game's Japanese influence. Un¬ 
fortunately for home gamers, the only way tq enjoy 100% of 
these features is to own a 3DOr but, thankfully, the Sega CD 
Showdown is a very enjoyable format. 

The version's glaring omissions are what is going to stick 
out the most here - the arcade's zooming isn't on disc, 
Earthquake is missing from the roster, same animation 
frames have been removed, the character sprites aren't 
quite as large, load times hold up the action and the vio¬ 
lence is toned down a bit. Load times aside, the Sega CD 
version holds its own over the cart variations in the pre¬ 
sentation department, featuring quality sound effects and 
mustCp slightly larger characters and a tad more color. The 
huge advantage the Sega versions have over the rest is its 
6- button coni roller, which allows the ease in game play 
control to surpass even the arcade version since the extra 
span of buttons eliminates the need to press two buttons 
for a fierce attack. 

Gamers just looking for a quick fight might be better off 
grabbing a cheaper SINES or Genesis cart of Showdown, but 
fans of the series looking for a little more presentation can't 
go wrong with the Sega CD if they don't mind a few extra 
moments of load time. The version does Z-D fighting right 
and for collectors, It remains at a steady value, always de¬ 
manding at least $Z0 of your money. 

Rating: 3V5 

Rating; 



Parappa the Rapper 2 
Company: SCEA 
Platform: Playstation 2 * Jan. 23, 2002 

Why Sony or some other company 
didn't squeeze every drop out of the 
quirky and fun franchise that was 
Parappa is something I will never un¬ 
derstand. While Japan has anime, waR 
docks, plushics and every thing under 
the sun with the series1 name and 
likenesses, it was pretty clear by the 
release of Parappa the Rapper 2 that 
the U,S, didn't see the same charm in 
the pup that could. The sequel never 
had the steam behind it the original 
did, but, still, the original rhythm gaming mascot slill carries 
a beat in his Playstation 2 outing. 

Naturally, Parappa is a Rapper and the game revolves around 
the character getting out of sticky situations through the 
assistance of each stage's rap master. In a twist to ,L5imon 
Saysh|J players mimic button presses and rhythms as spouted 
by the master and after Parappa the Rapper and Urn Jammer 
Lammyrthe mechanic shouldn’t be foriegn to anyone who 
played a rhythm title on the original Playstation. 

The Jump to the Playstation 2 results in a greatly noticable 
increase in graphical quality, which further livens the Rod' 
ney Greenblat designed characters and environments. Pa rap- 
pa's music also never sounded better with yet another great 
mix of various rapping genres and the voices and key press 
freestyllng really flesh out the presentation. The series has 
always given players the freedom of freestyiing rhymes or 
riffs and Parappa 2 is no different offering up different sce¬ 
narios and rewards for player experimentation. 

Unfortunately, players have all done this before and there 
is little reason to go back and play through the game more 
than a few limes even though the difficulty increases a tiny 
bit each time. The sequel really loosens its belt on the dif¬ 
ficulty, making the title hardly a challenge at all to anyone 
who has any experience in rhythm gaming. Players can 
unlock a few trinkets through the game, but the number 
of songs barely surpasses the previous two titles, making 
Parappa 2 a real short trip. 

Overall, Parappa the Rapper 2 is great for an occassional 
visit, but even rhythm fans won’t stick with the title for 
long as It just doesn't offer enough to keep players glued 
to the game for extended periods of time. Players will see 
all there is to see in a couple of hours but collectors will 
see a relatively valuable title, especially compared to other 
tides in IMa-Na-Oo-Sha's library. The title didn't exactly 
sell well and 
sealed copies 
can be found 
sometimes in 
the wild, but 
Parappa’s like¬ 
ness and the 
obscurity of the 
title keeps it 
at a rough $2 5 
value. 

Time Killers 
Company: Black Pearl 
Platform: Sega Genesis * 1996 

The Sega Genesis port of Time Killers 
remains one of the biggest examples 
of ''Why? in the gaming world. The 
game released in arcades m 1992 
at the height of the original Mortal 
Kombat's popularity to a lukewarm 
response and isn’t brought home un¬ 
til 1936, Why so long* Why the Sega 
Genesis? After a couple of minutes 
of the home version of Time Killers, 
you'll probably come up with a list of 
similar guest!ons - explicitives may 
vary, 

On a personal note, while I fail to find the arcade versions 
of Time K illers and Its sequel Eloodstorm as stellar games* 
they were entertaining to the point of being guilty plea¬ 
sures. However, the Sega Genesis port of Time Killers fails 
on so many levels, any charm and good nature found in the 
arcades is completely lost at home. In a four-year spread 
between the coin-op and home release, nothing is added, 
buth in its stead, all of the graphics, animation, sound, musk, 
control and fun ihe arcade version had in some amount are 
completely sucked out in place of whatever the home ver¬ 
sion is trying to give players. 

Many gamers see Time Killers as a cliche cash-in on gore 
and violence and, as such, the game can be summed up 
quite quickly: flayers select from a meager eight combat¬ 
ants pulled from various stages in time to do one-on-one 
combat eo earn the right face Death. The combatants have 

a slim selection of moves, mapped to two arm buttons, two 
leg buttons and a ^ head button. Through the cou rse of a 
round* counter attacks hack off the opponent's limbs, ren¬ 
dering them useless and putting players on the high score 
table and if an opponent is dizzied during the fighting, hit¬ 
ting all five buttons simultaneously results in an instant kill 
that lobs all extremities off the character. 

However, while the arcade title could be described as mind¬ 
less fun by some, the Genesis version is nothing more than 
mindless. It is technical failure on all levels - it looks like 
games I’ve played on my Commadore 64, the sound pro¬ 
duces nothing but static, combos, character balance and 
strategy are no n - ex i slant, the AI is cheap on any difficulty 
and the entire package is devoid of any effort or develop¬ 
ment quality. This is definitely one that will sit on col lec¬ 
tor's shelves and only pulled out when they need to punish 
someone. Complete copies are now reaching $50-60 asking 
prices and loose carts will set you back $30. 

Railing; 1/S 

Rating: 3^5 



Mortal Korn bat 2 
Company: Probe 
Platform: Sega Saturn * March, 28, 1996 

With a certified hit in the hands of Mid¬ 
way, it was only a matter of time before a 
sequel would hit arcades and, then, home 
consoles, A good three years following 
this cycle, Probe, who handled the Sega 
ports of Mortal Korn bat through then- 
pubhsher Acclaim* crafted its last MK 
title before Midway took over the console 
reigns of its own franchises, While the 
Saturn version of MK II was very late to 
the party and has a number of quirks, it 
remained as dose to arcade-perfect as 
any other format for its time. 

MKil usually stands as a series favorite for arcade purists and 
for good reason. While I shouldn't have to explain what hap¬ 
pens in a game of Mortal Kgmbat, the sequel added a number 
staple characters to the series, removed a few characters from 
the original to freshen the roster, added multiple fatalities, 
friendships and babalities, introduced a ton more stage fatali¬ 
ties and secret characters and cranked the presentation and 
tightness of gamepiay up a notch. Everything Mortal Kombai 
had. its sequel had in spades, 

with the power of the Saturn behind the game, which was 
handled extremely well on the 16-bit systems despite their 
presentation limitations, players will probably expect a 
pound-Tor-pound arcade experience. At least graphically the 
title Is spot on, with ihe full spread of color used in arcades, 
large character models and all of the original storyboards and 
portraits intact. However* while the game is largely playable, 
the Saturn version fails to match up to arcade quality in other 
areas thanks to its frequent disc access. 

Probe took as many shortcuts as possible to kill down any 
loading time and it clearly shows in the audio and game play. 
While a bare-bones front menu Is ignorable in order to cut 
down on loading and the game's music and sound are perfect, 
a huge majority of the arcade's sound clips are completely 
missing from the Saturn version, most notably during fatali¬ 
ties and with ihe announcer- Not only aren't the fatalities 
loaded into memory for a fight* but the Saturn version also 
waits until a player executes a special move for the first time 
in a match to access it from the disc. This results in a split- 
second pause when a player firs? launches a trademark attack, 
which Is a split second too annoying. 

After players had tong moved on past MK II, the Saturn ver¬ 
sion got little attention and has since gone on to be a slight 
collectable. For most, £20 is too much to ask for the title 
as the cart versions provide much more fluid game play and 
complete sound. 

Aaling: 3 5 

Name: Marvel Vs. Capcom: Clash of Heroes 
Company: Capcom 
Platform: Playstation • Year: jan. 

Reviewed by Alexander Pel or 

Capcom has developed a lot of cross¬ 
over games since the release ot 1996's 
X-men Vs, Street Fighter each game 
having its own share of new charac¬ 
ters* gimmicks and overall appeal over 
the others and one of the most-re¬ 
membered could be Marvel Vs. Capcom: 
Clash of Heroes. 

The original arcade release was an instant hit with Its pretty 
unique, yet straight-forward concept: Characters from several 
Capcom games and MarveE media are featured in a fighter 
using X-Merc: Children of the Atom's fighting engine with a 
redefined tag-fighting system that allowed players to select 
two fighters at a time. Add in a respectable list of 15 playable 
heroes and the game's destiny was fame, fortune and ports 
to the Dreamt as t and Playstation systems. However, while 
DreamcasE owners received a perfect arcade port* Playstation 
owners received a stripped down* less addictive copy of the 
game. 

The game's main hook was in selecting two main fighters 
from either Capcom or Marvel and playing a tag-style fight. 
Right from the start, Playstation players realized the system's 
limitations prevent that many characters onscreen at once. 
The gameplay was changed to one on one fighting, with a 
second character being able to ‘'assist1' you with a quick move 
when called. This change in itself makes the version a lot 
less enjoyable to replay than other Vs. entries. While there is 
a stripped down 'Tag Mode " present that requires players to 
use mirror teams, it doesn't make up for the loss in the trans¬ 
lation to the Sony hardware. 

Almost every shortcut to keep the game's speed up was made* 
from cutting frames out of She animations, to background 
movements being omitted or restrained. The graphics are 
quite pixilated on the Playstation, the backgrounds only have 
a handful of colors at most and character sprites were reused 
from previous games with less animation. Capcom is known 
for great sound, but for some reason this game didn't receive 
the same treatment. The music redundantly loops songs 
weVe heard a thousand times over and while the Marvel char¬ 
acters all have voice actors that represent those used in *9Qs 
cartoons* the Street Fighter characters have voices recycled 
from Alpha 2. 

Even though the title was a low point in the Vs. series, it still 
features some fierce fighting if players donT mind having a 
massively inferior port of the arcade release, if you're look¬ 
ing for a superb tag fighter, this title is handled perfectly on 
the Dreamcast (if you can stand the controller) and its sequel 
blows this 
original out 
of the water. 
However, many 
collectors 
should be eye¬ 
ing this Play¬ 
station release 
as its relatively 
scarcity keeps 
at around a 
$40 value. 

Rating: 2/S 
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Mars Matrix 
Company: Capcom 
Platform: Dreamcast ■ April 30, 2001 

White ft seemed the rest of the 
console world had forgotten all 
about classic arcade sh'mups, the 
Dreamcast was host to a num¬ 
ber oF frantic bullet hell titles, a 
number of which were made pos¬ 
sible by Capcom. Toward the end 
of the system^ life, the company 
released the black label shooter 
Mars Matrix and put a really 
intense spin on space shoot¬ 
ers using the Dreamcast’s technology. Players who don1! 
enjoy punishment may want to pass up on this twitch title, 
but anyone who likes a challenge will find plenty to enjoy in 
Mars Matrix, 

For veterans of hardcore sh'mups, this bullet hell will be 
heaven as the game isn't shy about fining the entire screen 
with projects as soon as the second level on the easiest dif¬ 
ficulty. Thankfully, though, as players accumulate point to¬ 
tals, they can visit a shop, which allows them to buy options 
settings to give them higher lives per continue, more credits, 
Faster ship speeds and faster stock of gravity techniques. 
Mars Matrix features a few gravity hole techniques executed 
by holding in the shot button holding it slightly pulls all of 
the nearby bullets into you and fires them away at enemies 
upon releasing the button while holding the button down 
until the gravity gauge completely depletes activates a grav¬ 
ity hole bomb that highly damages onscreen enemies. 

Mars Matrix is a little mixed graphically as the in-game 
models and backgrounds arc a little fuzzy, but I he action is 
so intense you'll be blown to bits if you stop to admire the 
scenery. All of the menus and interludes are nicely done, 
[hough, and the game's ambient electronic music really 
sets the tone of each stage. On the surface. Mars Matrix is 
a rather short game (if you can actually Finish it) with only 
a handful of stages, bul the title offers up a ton of unlock- 
able features, extra modes such as score attacks and special 
rearranged versions of the stages and even video walk¬ 
throughs of each stage that show it's possible to beat the 
game on a few lives. Flayers also have two different ships 
to choose from with varying speeds and powers and by col¬ 
lecting cubes, Ehe ships level up into more powerful forms. 
While each feature is minimum in nature, they combine to an 
impressive package that give fans of the genre a lot to do. 

The title was a low-key black label release so values are 
holding really steady at the moment. Mars Matrix really re¬ 
wards shrmup fans and it gives collectors a value of around 
S40. 

Rating; 4i5 

Power Stone 2 
Company: Capeom 
Platform: Dreamcast * Aug, 

While many fighters are one- 
on-one affairs, Power Stone 2 
was one of the early adapters 
to break the mold and make 
good use of all four of the Sega 
Dreamcast s controller ports. 
While the original title was good 
in Us own right, the sequel al¬ 
most strove to be a completely 
different game. While the Power 
Stones remained in the game 
and the free-for-all mentality 
remained the same, were the changes significant enough to 
make Power Stone 2 a winner? 

Most notably from the get-go, part two introduces four- 
player melees to the franchise along with some new char¬ 
acters and completely brand new arenas that are filled with 
obstacles, makeshift weapons and transition to other areas 
to keep players on their toes. Attacks are crunched down 
to only erne button this time, but all of the items littering 
the battlefield can he picked up, players can still swing from 
poles and other objects and collecting three Power Stones 
still transforms characters into their high-power alter egos 
for a short lime. To flesh out the battle experience, there 
are 100 items to found in battle, players can man turrets in 
certain stages and force opponents into a number of traps, 
making Power Stone 2 a frantic multiplayer affair. 

The graphics are very appropriate in the title and while 
the characters lack a little bit of animation, the expansive 
environments are vividly colored while outdoors and dark 
and boding indoors. While the announcer can be cheesy at 
times, all of the weapons in the game have their appropriate 
sound effects and when characters are hit the audio clearly 
accents the blow- The musk is generic for the most part 
through the title and easily gets lost in the heat of battle. 

While Power Stone 2 couldn’t be considered a deep fighter, 
it is simple and fun, especially with three other players. 
However, the single player mode doesn't suffer thanks to the 
game's original mode, which allows players to earn in-game 
items and mix them in order to create brand new items 
that appear in all of [he other modes. With 100 items total, 
players will be kept busy for quite some time and the game 
is fun enough to keep you playing through it time and time 
again. 

Bar none, Power Stone 2 is one of the best four-player expe¬ 
riences to he had on She Dreamcast While the presentation 
isn't among the greatest on The system, its fun and replay¬ 
ability are enough to keep players coming back for more 
and players who strll have their copy will be glad to know if 

is steadily hold¬ 
ing a S10-45 
value. 

Rating: 4.r5 
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Project Justice 
Company: Capcom 
Platform: Dreameast * May 16. 

Capcom has put out its share of 
games in its time andr unfortu¬ 
nately, this means some of the 
company's series get lost in the 
shuffle and are quickly forgotten by 
the average gamer. Some gam¬ 
ers believe Rival Schools has so 
far been the only successful 3-D 
fighter the company has ever pro¬ 
duced and even though the series 
received a sequel and a few guest spots in Capcom Vs. 5NK 
2 or Taisunoko Vs. Capcom. the franchise hasn't exactly had 
any limelight for quite a few years. As such, the Dream- 
cast's sleeper fighter Project Justice is remaining one of the 
system's fastest-growing titles in value. 

While the series may be construed as one of the company's 
tag fighter the team format is more similar to The King 
of Fighters or CVS where players are limited to one fighter 
per round. However, players can use team techniques that 
differ per player and inbetween rounds, a player does not 
have to substitute their fighter if he or she chooses not 
to, Rival Schools and Project Justice each use a high school 
theme with the default teams being comprised of students 
from the same school, although players can mix and match 
schools outside of the story mode. During game play, 
Capcom's Vs. touch is evident with over^the-top moves 
and nourishes, iwo-in-one comboing and brutal mid-air 
combos. 

Project justice nails the presentation down greatly, serv ing 
as a huge jump from the jagged character models seen on 
the Playstation's Rival Schools title. White the detail isn't up 
to par with the likes of Soul Cali bur and the faces lack a lot 
of animation the smoothed models look great in the 3-D 
environments, Even though translation has taken out many 
of the characters' Japanese speech^ the fights come to life 
with thumping hits and battle cries ringing through your 
speakers. The music can be hit or miss, depending on your 
taste, as it changes up to more of a rock feel as opposed to 
the synlh-heavy riffs found in the original title. 

The game controls great with triggers activating side steps 
and button combinations and all of the special moves having 
familiar Street fighter motions. Most gamers should be able 
to comfortably jump straight into the title and bash some 
heads. Unfortunately, though. Project Justice doesn't host 
nearly as many features as Rival Schools and even though 
there arc characters to unlock, it might not hold your atten¬ 
tion for too long. 

The game is 
great for some 
two-player 
fights and a 
play through, 
but, regardless, 
the value on the 
title is sky¬ 
rocketing and 
collectors may 
have to shell 
out between 
ISO- 70 on eBay 
now to get their 
hands On it. 

Rating 3:5 

2001 

Skies of Arcadia 
Company: Sega 
Platform: Dreameast * Nov. IB, 

While the Sega Dreameast was a great 
system to own at launch. It unfortu¬ 
nately did little to cater to RPC fans. 
While titles such as Evolution and 
Time Stalkers were mediocre (or for 
some, awful) distractions, it wasn't 
until Skies of Arcadia launched that 
fans of the genre could rejoke With 
the developer of three of the origi¬ 
nal Phantasy Star titles at the helm, 
the "space pirate"" theme lends Itself 
perfectly to this expansive RPC and Is guaranteed to keep 
players entertained for quite a long time. 

Seasoned RPC players will boot up Skies to find a bit of a 
cliched story: Sky pirates Vyse and Aika happen to veer in 
the middle of battle between an unidentified ship and a 
battleship of the empire. Long story made short, Vyse and 
Aika decide to take the target of the attack for themselves 
- a mysterious young girl. At this point you should be able 
to guess the decision to rescue the girl from the empire 
now involves them in a plot that threatens the entire world. 
Thankfully, although the beginning is as cikhe as it gets, 
a number of plot twists and various mechanics keep Skies 
from being another average RPC. 

Through the Dreamcast's muscle. Skies features a beautiful 
and expansive world with living, lush envlornments and with 
the characters being able to express emotion, the story is 
delivered to the player in a way that wasn't possible in pre^ 
vious RPGs. The audio gets the job done with the only sore 
point coming in the form of some of the English dubbed 
dialogue, otherwise. Skies does its job well here. While 
some players may find the random enemy encounters hap¬ 
pen too frequently, battles are your standard fare RPG fights 
with attacks, skills, magic and more at your disposal. In a 
refreshing addition, some battles are between two airships 
and mix commands up a little bit to add in some strategy to 
the fights. And even though there are a few framerate and 
clipping issues while doing so, navigating the airship is also 
an experience of its own in the large world of Skses. 

Qn the Dreameast, few RPGs (or none depending on who you 
talk to) can measure up to Skies. While collectors may be 
attracted to its 530 value, any Dreameast owner who is a fan 
of RPGs should not turn down the chance to own and play 
Skies of Arcadia. 

Rating: 5/5 

2000 



Continued from pagp 9P OverClooked ReMi* 

incidentals- Dave secured the project for OC RcMix 
in September 2007, a few days before the release 

of our Final Fantasy uii tribute album Voices of 
the Lifestream (ff7.ocremixjorg), which is how I 
remember the timeframe so well. We really had 
a lot going on! Barring any last-minute tweaks 
Capcom may need, w( basically wrapped things 
up In mid-April. 

djprctael: We don't really track hours, since wepre 

all doing this for fun„r if we needed to, wt could 
probably put together a pretty good estimate, 
bin in terms of time spent,, the basic answer is "a 
lot." Speaking for myself, writing the musk was 
actually the easy part; coordinating everything and 
making sure no one was slipping with deadlines, 
and ensuring that Capcom'5 feedback was both 
conveyed and acted upon... that was £ lot of work. 

What has the feedback been like so far, both 

from the beta testings and the public BotA 

album? 

Larry Qji: Blood on the Asphalt had a solid 
reception when it was released, i felt some of 
the arrangements from Blood were too liberal 

to be used in HD Remix, and luckily Capcom felt 
the same way, because anything I wouldn't have 
used wasn't chosen in the first place. But, yeah, 
the album went over well even though in game 

music circles Street Fighter isn't arranged as 
much as, say. Final Fantasy VII. Honestly, the lack 
of numerous fan arrangements of Street Fighter 
is surprising to me given how iconic the SF2 

soundtrack is. 

As for HD Re mi it feedback, I monitor that for us, 
and the feedback for the beia and demo footage 
has been great! I can't wait for fellow players 
to enjoy the full soundtrack experience. Like 
anything that's released out into the wild for 
millions of people, some folks aren't gonna love 
il and that's expected. But the major majority of 

comments have been excellent, with lots of fans 
asking if an official soundtrack release is coming. 
Capcom's VP of Strategic Planning & Business 
Development. Christian Svensson, called the 
soundtrack "impactful." which couldn't have been 

a better compliment for our guys. Who knows, 
perhaps Capcom will officially release il. I'd 
certainly love to hold a CD of our work in my hand, 
bur a digital release would also be great since that 
approach is the bread and butler of DC Re Mix. 

If there was on« game OCR could produce 

the music for, what would it bef 

Larry Oji; If you're lafcklng about remakes of 
classic games, I'd love to see what we could do 
for Castle Vania. The original soundtrack's gol 
plenty of rock and orchestral sensibilities where 
we'd be a great fit. As far as new games go, I 

think OC ReMix is equipped with ihe talent to 
tackle any kind of game. Wc\c got hundreds of 
great ReMixcrs who collectively work in nearly 
every genre and would all turn out some excellent 
material. I'm in the mood for a quirky game that 
Anyone can quickly pick up like Kaiamari Damacy 
or LocoRoCO. both of which had very unique 
soundtracks. Those soundtracks helped broaden 
people's perspectives on game music, something 
that the arlists of DC ReMix do every day when 
They Create new Re Mixes. I think we could bring 
that same kind of fresh take 10 new titles, so 
I'm looking forward to helping Dave organize an 
original soundtrack from the ground up. 

djpretzel: Phantasy Star 5! fd love lo see Sega 

product an old school, single-player classic RPG 
follow-up, as I grew up on Ihe PhArUASy Star 
series and adore the music. If we limited things 
to just remixes, no original material, I think Tec mo 
could do a 2Df3D remake of the first three Ninja 
Daiden platformers In a style similar to Capcom's 
Bionic Commando Rearmed remake, and i think 
OC Re M ix would be perfect for the soundtrack! 

Continued text 
Continued from page 19n The King of FigHtorj Nil 

The King of Fighters Neowave - The King of 
Fighters Neowave is essentially an experiment in 
technology. Instead of going all out wiTh the un¬ 

familiar AEOmiswJve hardware. SNK performed a 
"test run," If you've been counting along on your 
digits, you've surely noticed something fishy is 
going on. Neowave is technically the eleventh re¬ 
lease in the franchise, yet that title is reserved 
for the following game. As a throwaway dream 
match, Neowave is traditional to a tee. ignoring all 

ihe new character* and elements of 2003, which 
gives it a decidedly "been there, done that" feel. 

The King of Fighters XI - With some experience 

under their belt, SNK Playmore got serious and 
produced their firsl real King of Fighters on the 
Atomiswave hardware. Ditching Ihe yearly in¬ 
crements to allow for more lenient development 
limes, The King of Fighters xi brought back the 
lag^team fighting of 2003 and its new additions 
to the cast, but they pumped up the frou-frou 
style lo the point that the characters looks like 
rejects from a Japanese fashion magazine* The 

Atomiswave hardware was already outdated sad¬ 
ly when SNK Playmore signed up, bul it did lend 
a higher resolution to their work. Unfortunately, 
it resulted in a lot of wasted opportunity as the 

backgrounds are largely lifeless! the recycled 
sprites look tiny and out of place and SNK Play- 
more cut a few corners here and there, like Ehe 
embarrassingly bad super move hack Jobs. 

The Handheld Installments 

The King of Fighters '95 (Came Boy) - Oddly 
enough, SNK never Allowed Takara to produce a 
conversion of any King of Fighters for the main¬ 
stream 1G bit systems, despite that they were 
happy to hand over their other major franchises, 
hut they did sanction two bite-sized Came Boy 

rendition*. And they’reJuSI as bad as that sounds 
While they retained the basic concept and Ihe 
moderately cute graphics capture the personal¬ 
ity of the characters, the A.I. Is horribly unbal¬ 
anced. slowdown is prevalent, and the sound Is 

atrocious. Admittedly, though, arcade to Game 
Soy translations in that era were notorious for 
being awful,, and The King of Fighters '95 is one 
of the more playable examples, assuming you can 

accept That the gameplay tee I* entirely different 
from its arcade counterpart. 

Nettou The King of Fighters '9G (Game Boy - ja¬ 
pan only) - Likely due to poor sales of '$5. the 

second Game Boy game never left Japan, which 
is no loss to cry over, as it’s roughly the same 
as its predecessor. Al the very least, it features 
slightly hetter AJ., the same excellent Super Game 

Boy support, and it iries to C mulaie its MV5 coun¬ 
terpart with Game Goy rend i I ions of the original 
music and backgrounds. 

King of Fighier* R-l (Neo Geo Pocket Color) - 
With their own handheld to work with. SNK kicked 
Takara to Ehe curb and continued Ehe progression 
started on Game Boy with their own mini KOF 
based on '97. Natural I yr the result is an infinitely 
more enjoyable game, with lovely balance, natu¬ 
ral movement, far Superior controls and adorahle 
“chihi" sprites wilh huge, expressive noggin*. 
The only downside? It never had a real release in 
America, but intrepid fans could order the Euro¬ 
pean version direct from SNK USA. 

King of Fighters R-2 (Neo Geo Pocket Color) - 
King of Fighters R-2 offers more of the same, ex¬ 
cept with two big advantages it was available at 
retail in the t),S. and it's in color. Predictably, it's 
based on The King of Fighters '9B. and il links up 
to the oreamcast release of said game. 

The King of Fighters; Battle dc Paradise iNeo 
Geo Pocket Color japan only) - One would as¬ 
sume that the third Neo Geo Pocket KOF would 
be another cutesy fighter, this time based on '99. 
Well, that"* half right, but player* in Japan were 

bummed out when they got a gimmicky board 
game instead. Existing as little but a tool lo un¬ 
lock content in the Dreamcast port of ’99, Battle 
de Paradise is a dirty ploy- The KOF-themed 
mini-games are cute, but Mario Party this. Is not, 

The King of Fighters E)£: Neo Blood (Game Boy 
Advance) - The Git me ioy Advance received the 
true handheld version of r9Eh but you may as 
well pretend Neo Blood doesn't exist too. Devcl 
opect by Artoon, Neo Blood i* a budget conver¬ 

sion that impresses in screen shots hut falls In 
action. Choppy, slow, broken gameplay; feeble¬ 
minded A.i_; half ihe animations and sounds that 
should he There: and scraichy, garbled, horren¬ 
dous renditions of original music - one need* a 
thesaurus to begin describing Neo Blood. 

The King of Fighters EK2: Howling Blood (Game 

Boy Advance) - if you didn't head for the bill* 
after Neo Blood, its Sequel offers a marginally 
better experience. Developed by Sun-Tec and 
based on 2900, Howling Blood is roughly the 

same, except with more new character*, tighter 
gameplay and a less migraine-inducing presen¬ 
tation. Masochists can Crack it down as The King 
of Fighters Extreme on N-Gage. 

The Maximum Impact 5»ri#i 

KOF: Maximum Impact (PlayStation 2 / Xbox) • 
$NKP* old slogan "The Future Is Now" has long 

fallen to the wayside, replaced with the reputa¬ 
tion of clinging on lo outdated technology for 
dear life. Few know that they did make a val¬ 
iant effort to stay current with their Hyper Neo 
Geo BA arcade board, designed with 3d games 
in mind. However, it received Such lukewarm re¬ 
ception that any sane business wouldn't want lo 
tread that ground again. But. lo and behold, they 
created Maximum Impact, a iD King of Fighters 
spin-off series. Mimicking Olher modern fight¬ 
ers. Maximum Impact is designed for 1-0D-1 
fights, but it still retains 2D gameplay in its po¬ 
lygonal world. 

The King of Fighter* 2006 (PlayStation £) - In 
a renaming fiasco on par with Ehe Final Fantasy 
series, The King of Fighters 2006 is giving gam¬ 
ers aneurysms trying to figure out whai the heck 

is going On, bul the Simple reality Is that ltps 
Maximum Impact 2. While it’s mostly the same 
a5 the original, il pays special attention lo detail 
to please the diehard SNK fans. With Japanese 
voice I rack* available, unlockable characters 
from various SNK franchises and loads of co- 
splay costumes from Ehe most Obscure of ori¬ 
gins. 2U06 is filled to the brim with fan service. 

The Oddities 

Quiz King of Fighters (Neo GeO - Japan only) - 
Because every arcade needed at lease one game 
that was a complete waste of money. Quiz King 
of Fighier* was horn. A* a hodge-podge of early 
MVS, including Samurai Shodown. however ihe 
timeline makes that work, the game ha* you 
travel around a game board, getting ACCOSICd by 
SNK toughs with random trivia questions. 

The King Of Fighters Kyo iPlayStation - Japan 
only) - Have you ever dreamed of mixing The 
King of Fighters with Kona mi's Tokimeki Memo¬ 
rial? Yeah, me neither, but somebody thought ic 
was a good idea - twice even, as it started as a 
manga. Taking place between !9G and ‘97, Kyo 
is a story-focused simulation of Kyops life. The 

sporadic fight* play eut in a rum-based fash¬ 
ion, which Is just as clunky and bizarre as you'd 
imagine. 
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Em reduction to the Price Guide 
Atari 2600 

When!! do ycul get your prices? 
We're not visited by magic pricing pixies, nor 
do we subscribe to retail pricing programs that 
provide one concrete list for all of the games. 
What you see here Is the result of many hours of 
footwork by dedicated staff mem hors at Video 
Game Collector. The prices are our own work 
as we comb the internet and various sources to 
record verified sale prices from retail outlets* 
online auctions, private transactions and more 
to iron out an average price based on our find- 
irtgS. Prices are for games that are near-mint, 
which means cartridges should be clean (no 
rental stickers or markered names? with all labels 
intact and firmly fixed to the cart and discs must 
be unscratched without being resurfaced and 
include the original case, inserts and instruc¬ 
tions* Complete in box games must include the 
original box and instructions, which should also 
be in near-mint condition. Scratches, bends, icky 
stains and other obvious mutilations to the mate¬ 
rial will only gross out collectors and lower the 
value of your item, 

It’s not a conspiracy against certain publishers - 
with the thousands of games made available, it's 
possible a few may slip by here and there- We 
aim to list every known official domestic video 
game release known to humankind but release 
dates after our editorial deadline, extremely 
low-key releases close to the deadline or human 
errors in the spreadsheet may have kepi a few 
games from appearing on this i&Su^s listing. We 
apologise for any omissions but if you know of a 
game missing from our vintage system listings, 
be sure to give us heck at www.vgcollector.coni. 
You know you want to. 

We try to list any variants when they either affect 
a game's price or the variations are completely 
different in their game play. This is most notable 
for Atari 2600 carts manufactured either by Sears 
or Tele-Games, but also games such as Tetris 
(Tengon vs. Nintendo) or budget labels such as 
Greatest Hits or Player's Choice, while collectors 
prefer non-budget editions tsee Final Fantasy 
Vlt)T game play variations such as the Greatest 
Hits Virtua Fighter 4: Evolution are included for 
completion even if the value is the same. We also 
list premium-packaged titles for newer systems 
and the value assumes all original casing, inserts 
and discs are Included at near-mint condition. 

The local video game store isn't full of jerks, they 
are just practicing business 101. A store gener¬ 
ally will not pay full guide price since they like 
selling things at a profit because they love paying 
their bills so much. Hopefully, though, the store 
will offer a fair price based on a percentage of 
what it will in turn sell the game for. The price 
will also reflect a number of business factors as 
well including demand, the inventory of a game 
the store already has* condition of the game, 
whether or not the game is currently on a special 
sale and more. 

Mo Current Sales Recorded- Some games are so 
scarce, you just never see them up for sale. We 
know they're out there somewhere, but it's hard 
to track the sales of a game that never sells. 
We can only imagine the Loch Ness monster is 
hoarding a 1992 NFS Nintendo Campus Challenge 
cart and that's why we've never seen it* 
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The World Uoan 

Video 
For the Reef Collector 

www.premiervideogames.com 
W730 HWY 34 P.O. Bo* 95 fountain City, Wl 54629 

Phone: (608) 687-7572 Ask for Joe 
Fbjl: [80$] &ES7-7iT3 email; sales&prfcmlervidoogames-.c-orn 

Prices and availability arc subject to chmgo, call, fax, cr email to confirm prices and aval I ;ibl Hty. 

WE ACCENT ALL 

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS 

SNES Central Doc* 1991 NIB 
VGA 75 $599,99 

NES Video Q^tth 

Praycr^pr 

VGA 60 $74.00 

WES Max VGA 60 £90.99 

n6$ Ctier a 

Dmonur 1002 
VGA 06 $£,400.00 

OprntbPT 

C-ftn-Etavan In 

A riven Cum: 13 09 

VGA 05 $224.00 

CMmrbdy 

Jttrtoy1* Praam land 
1053 

VGA 6$ S330.as 

P#mrfa [jsp Final 

Fanliiy Legend; III 

(Synaenj 100S 
VQA S’" $349.99 

Gam&bey 
K Irby's Pin-tall tarnl 

IPOS 
VGA 3D $209,-BP 

Gji m ebntf 
Klrbv'i SL»r Slacker 

1007 
VGA SS S240.00 

G.i m eh o'f Legend of 

Zelda: Link*! 

-Awakening 1903 
V0A 70 $340.90 

Cdhu-lioy Me-ga Mian: 
Or, Wlly't Reyettflc 
^Gy*n tJwlo*] 1906 

VGA f$ $200.09 

Nintendo 
Game Boy (Original) 

Adv^rc^e fc&lend |i- Aienp m Paradise 1993 
■VGA SD . . $16909 
-VGA 90 .,S293S6 
AlomjpPUn* 1691 VGA0Q .$15999 
Avpigirtg-Spinl 1992 V&AOO . .$169,99 
easeiHlI 1089 VGA S5 , ,sa40.&9 
Bases Loaded 1900 VGA 85.. $103 39 
Battle UtortZwW 1991 VGA 00.5109.99 
Mttflft Pwbte Dr*pc 1933 V&A 30 . .S24&$9 
Saillaloads -- mpii**-* wftod i navQkwi , S249.W 
Sesl Of The S^ast 1092VGA 90 . . .. $103.99 
Sffiqlc&jnimarnif 19SeVSA05 $249.99 
&m*TmnS& 1998 VGA £5 .. .5249.99 
Bank's Adve^ura 1092 VGA 80 .. $193,99 
Bonks Ad-VfruiLMB 1002 VGA 85 .9399.99 
B0nk $. Hov(?ngg 1 &94 VGA SS ...... $299.99 
Eubbfr Bobble Pari ? 1093 VGA 75 . .S209.&6 
BubPte Ghasl 1930 VGA $□ .5309-99 
Cmpot 1990 VGA 90 . .. .$199.99 
Cur.llCh'Jinia Afhtfnrium 1969 VGA 65 5224.99 
Casltevania Adwemyra 1989 VGA 90 . , 5399-99 
Carinas* 1993 VGA 60..El 99.99 
Cwl Spot 1994 VGA« . $190.90 
Dig Di^l 392 VBA 90 . .. .S2&9.66 
Dsneys Da/kwiog Dude 1393 VGA 90 .. $199.99 
Disney* OtxS Tates 1990 VGA 05 . .$199.90 
DiSncyj Duck Tms 2 iPlaysrs Critwtefc 
-199S VGA 85   $199.90 
Dffiiwys Tale Spin 1032 VGA 00. $199.00 
Double Dragon $ t0&2 VGA 05 . .. .$240.90 
Dt. Marie I$ec VGA 00. $199.99 
Dragwiheim 1996 VGA 00.. $199 00 
EleViKx Adftlfl 1991 VGA 90 .$249 93 
Fmal Fantasy HJ [Ssmtoltj- 
1998 VGA 85. 334390 
Ford me North Slar 1998 VGA 85.$19000 
GoH 19M VGA OS.$19093 
Gall 1990 VGA 90.S2&30O 
Harvesl Moan 1998 VGA BO .$19003 
Hervas* Moon 1993 VGA 65.$290 09 
Irtdianp Jpn@s end trig Last Crusade 1604 
-VGA 85.$193 09 
jVGA 90.$290 03 
Joap Jambotm 1095 VGA 90 - - ,$109.09 
Kirbys Dream L;i;id 
-(Players ChM») 1997 VGA BO ......... .$153.99 
104?/* Dream Land 1062 VGA 0$ . . .5299.09 
Kira/a Pinball Lipid 
(Payers CndBej 1995 VGA 65 . . $243.99 
Kirty^ Pinball Lwd 103G VGA 93 . .$209.99 
Kim/s S«r Stertrtr 1097 VGA 85 . .S£40 09 
Lasl Attkin Hera 1093 VGA 90 . . $199.99 
Lazte's Leap E002 VGA &£ .. .$249.99 
Lc^niJ d bha fliwir K^g 1 m VGA 6$ $103.00 
Legend tf Zalda, Line's Awakening 1903 
VGA 70 . . . . . .. ... .$349.99 
ManTs Motion 109> VGA Bb ,, .5240,90 
Mega Men. Df. Wdya Revangs 
(layers ChHMl 1908 VGA 65.$209.99 
Mtnod II- Prajin «f S3nus 1901 VGA M .$403 S9 
Mtero Machirie& 1995 VGA 90.$109.99 
MkJ^y Morphs f^gr Rangers 1004 
VGA 90 ,5103.00 
Mouse Tiap Hole! 1092 VGA 90 . $199.99 
MuLimmaiJ Al hteaUVWfllght Bmiiflfl 3993 
VGA 90 .5100.00 

Myslk-e.1 Ninja 1936 VGA $5 . .$2^9.99 
Nlr^j Roy 1 &0S) VGA 00 $290.90 
Out CH G^:; 1902 VGA 85 . . 5240.00 
Pane! ActK>n Bingo 1993 VGA 00 . . $199.5a 
Papeftroy 3090 VGA W . . ,.$199.90 
P‘ay Ar^mn Fi»tM 1030 VGA 00 , . $190.90 
Poketnan (Blue Varsioft) 199Q VGA $5 . , $200.03 
Rppeye 2 1903 VGA B5 ...$199.90 
0<*739QV&A30 .. $190.90 
Raging Figt-tar 1093 VGA 30 - $!».» 

$ S: njiy Space Cadet Adi'cnlurts 
1002 VGA 90 . .$190=9 
Simyrai Shoddwpn 1034 VGA 0e ... ,$i 90 59 
5craflt Fighter ll r,l.iyxirs Cboicci i 
1996 VGA 90 $190 09 
Super Mono Land {Plffpwa Clwod:i 
1908 VGA 00 ...$349.00 
Supa* Vflrie La^-d 2: $GalCfen Coins 
(Genevan! t992 VGAOC , $359 09 
Super iVario Land 0- ttaw LbrS 
(Playdrs a«ica) 1306 VGA 65 .3269.90 
tBmagolchi 1W7VGA 90 . ... $10309 
Teams (Rayera Choice^ 1096 VGA 00 $190.99 
Tennis 1080 VGA 65 .$2-19.00 
Ter min SlCr 2: Judgamm! Day 1902 
VGA 95 . . ^.$199.09 
Trie F-dgeHs 1007 v&A 90 $199.99 

Trie Real GlKwHtuSW^ 1603 VGA 86 . .$ 800.90 
Torpedo Range 8006 VGA 00 -3139-90 
UFbartSlrt^e 1996 VGA 00 $109.90 
Wftrio Lint* II 1996 VGA 80 .$ 109.90 
Wiki Eiiake 1904 VGA 90 ST00.99 
Wtmer Oyinp* Games: bliehamnwr '94 
1034 VGA 00 .. .$109.09 
WWF Supw^itKb 8031 VGA 00 5290.90 
YCHji Bears GekJ Rush 1094 VGA 85 0249.90 
Zen; mtergaiac&c Nin^a 1003 VGA 00 . $199.99 

Game Boy Color 
EJarobennan -Max Bh» Champtee £OD0 
VGA 65 $140.90 
Dragon Warrior* IN 2D01 VGA &Q ... 5200-93 
Dragon Warnor: Moesters 2 
(CdW'i Jeurm?y| SMI VGA 85 $140.90 
Ltgc-rttf ZalilB Omdd el GcrisOne 3001 
-YGA80 . . SI 49.90 
-VGA H.& . $199.99 
Mirbte VGA 90 Si 90.93 
Mate**®*. cme^gt'Vy Pave' KC11 VGA 00 SI 99.9a 
M^giie Command 1990 v&a 85 .$149.9-3 
Pake^n^i^Ever5ipn:i$™VGA66 . $640,33 
RABm^FdI7teCrid«ngfi2KOVGAfl5 . SI 49.90 
Rh 2001 VGA -95 . . .£299.99 
Te*n A Joriy Htmi ?00i VGA 00 5199.03 
Turok 2- Seeds or Evi 1596 VGA 03 . SI 00.00 

Gamt Boy Advance 
C^lievania: DOLPte Rack -.'Qi Bd . .. S149 &0 
Dofik&y Ccurilry 3 2005 VGA 00 .5199 03 
Final Famojy I $ *1 2004 VBA 00 $190.g^ 
Final Fantasy IV AavanLe kbs vga e*s . . SI 49.93 
R-nal Fflma&v VI fidvaaca Hot vO* m . .$199.93 
Fim imrikim 2003 VGA 65 , , $£4&.£j 
Legend dr Ze'aa iOas&O soot vax be 5199 9N 
Lopand ol Zc-toa- A Lte1; -e lf-e Pa*- 
|Fhur S-^diO 2003 VGA 86 £l 4&.S3 
Vega Man & Basa 20D3VGA 05.5140.08 
Vglrcid- Zero Mission 20W VGA 90 . .$299 03 
Wario Und 4 &0&4 VGA 70 . . 0149.09 

5jmatoy HflelTOLd |[; 
Rfllurn gf $.im 

16B1 VGA 60 

$406.00 

[i^w 

i 
Wgt 
r 

fiamgfaay 

Oul Ol Grti 

1902 VGA 05 

5249.00 

Q nniEbDy Sijp-cr 

Marla Lind |P[upcri- 

Chelce|< fmimum 
$349.99 

G-lmE^cy 5up^r Mario 

land 2; 6 G-olden Colrrt 

ICFfUidinnl 1992 VGA 96 
$809-9$ 

Gametay Super Mario 
Lind 3: Wit 14 Lortf 

(PJaytn Chg^cel 1996 
VfiA 4i5 $209,90 

Buf 0<4pf 
Dragon W.nrrior 111 

£601 VGA SO 

5299.99 

CUMa Ouy CuLof Pokf!> 

mon [SrlvEr VErul on] 

2000 

VESA 85 $246,90 

Qi^ik Blif Artvinc* 

Metrvld: Zero 
Minion K094 

VGA 9 U $£00,09 


